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ABSTRACT
■ ^  o
fv . . . ' . 
c In this dissertation a search is conducted for systems of the form
H -  2 ^  +  pD + A (x> y)p*+ B (x > v )P y+ v (x '.y\
which possess o  )nfigurational invariants polynomial or rational J-h the momenta as well 
as for axially symmetric systems of the form 0
*  =  5(f£ +  ; t ) + 7 M ,  °
which possess configurational invariants polynomial in the momenta. . Several new
t ?  Kr
systems are found,
. . ' f\ 1 First integrals are discussed and a survey made of systems of the first form above
which possess polynomial first integrals. A survey of the literature pertaining to
configurational invariants is also given.
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PREFACE
■ ■ ' ; e 
( k )j  °  ■'  ^ ■"The purpose of th^/search is to find more systems possessing configuration&l invariants 
giving us a better idea of what types of system possess them and also to establish 
how abundentth^y are. The concept of a configurational invariant is relatively aevP
and was introduced by L. S. Eall in 1982, who then also conducted the first search
■  ^ . - i ■ 1 " ' lV '•- „ " 'i , l'~ 
for them. Here his ideas are extended to include more gtjtteral systems and -different
&nsatze fot th& con fig u ra tio n a l invariants. The existent *,jf ooyafigurptional invariants
with respect to Im^uter momentum (insteack&f the ener$$* m bM  preyjousiy ^een done)
u (1 . , . '\\ 
il also investigated. As in liis study tfcig search is restricted to two-dimensional systjms.
Configtft-ational invariants arise in the study of dynamical systems inVhich one is usually 
engaged in the solution of equations of motion, which constitute the mathematical 
statement of Newton’s second law of motion. These equations firm a system of 
differential equations o f Order 2n, where n„is the number of degrees-of-freedom. Just as
first integrals (constants of the motion) may be used to reduce the order of the system 
so configuratiSiial invariants t t i & j  be used to do the slme wheji the motion f a  restricted 
tb a surface in phase space defined by J(q, p, t) st C, where I  is. a first integral of the
system (e.g. energy) and C  is a specific number.
i1 " , ' iy
u The existence of configurational invariants is of importance in some physical problems, 
Ip some physical applications one is only interested in the system at a particular value of 
|hS energy, as in the context of Fokker-Planlc equations and their use in non|quilibrium 
Statistical mechanics (Graham 1935). It was the study of a physical phenomenons 
gamely axially symmetric magnetohydrodynamic feverse-field equilibria* which led L.
S. Hall to introduce configurational invariants, ■ , . *
it wish to draw the readers’ attention to the following notation used j.b tHs dissertation, 
tfhe abreviation wH denotes "with respect to” , ito denotes Hn fc#rms of” and rhs tod
■ • ft  " O. ■ T; , . ■
Ihs denote “right-hand side” and “left-hand side” respectively, A dot above a variable or 
functibn denotes total differentiation w ti  time, V&stors or Vector functions *o» written
• .V u . *;■ ,• ' '' C> ' '’ ■> . ‘ O '•
in boldface, X  °
O : • ' • „ ' ■
• • • ■ f-y V ■ -U ■
.. .. . .. ■ . . 11. '  J , . ■ .
Thtoughouto the my. research of this topic I have received;vinlti^bie assisttee and 
guidance from Prof, E  Gv &. Leach, to whom I  Wish to m f  facet's gratitude.
’ ; f -  ' 1 : : > c ' . , -  -V
' . • . - .
I also wish to thank him for proofreading my dissertation. I also thap.k Prof. D. P.
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CHAPTER I: FIRST INTEGRALS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
D o - '  ’ ' ■ , ,;r:r
* . / )  K:1.1 Introduction <? //
O ' , , Qv • . . f  ■ . r
Consider a system of differential equations of order k in I dependent variables and one 
independent variable. Such a system-can. always be rewritten in the form
=  r ~  1, h, = (1.1.1)
where the X r’s are kno\vn functions of their arguments in which all the, derivatives except 
the highest derivatives of the dependent variables (x1,x 2, ..., ®|), I < are defined as 
new variables (xl+1)...rxk)t For example let
- I . ' " » . X ' ” 'be'a system of differential equations in two variables x and y, then the system may be 
rewritten as . ° ■ ■ .
(r x\ +  x2 +  X (x ,y),  , /d®2 
d®-, 
—  
dt
° dt 
where x> aels x2, y and yx are all treated as variables.
m  ~
Definition 1: a “
Let I ( z 1,x 2,...,xk1t) be afunctional sutih that d f/d i =  0 by virtue of the system of 
differential equations (1.1.1), ie., "
81 , ,  81 , , ; 81 . 81 n AS 
S 7x? +  & “ xj +  -  +  ^ 1‘ + a = 0  (L1-4 ) ,:
when (x l ,x 2, •..ya;^ ) are functions satisfying the system of differential equations. Then 
I  is called a first integral of the system and
#2 j i) g* C, " (l.l.b) ■
Adhere c is a constant, the value of which is obtained from the initial conditions;. From 
this equation it is clear that any function of I  will also be a first integral.
f . . . T- ’ ■ ^  "Expressions for the derivative in (1,1.4) may be obtained from (1.1.1). Equation (1.1.4) 
becomes ,
8 1  y  4. 6 1  r  X ■ J. 3 1  r  + B I - a  ' m m
^ A ‘  +  5 ^ + " " + 5 S rx f + « - 0- P 'l ‘6)
This is the defining equation for a first integral of k system of the form of equation 
(1.1.1).
i )
If k functionally independent first integrals
/r(® u*ai—i*fc»0 ~  ar> r ~ l , k ,  (1.1.7)
are known, it is possible, at least locally, to invert these equations to obtain
*r r = l , k ,  (1.1.8)
and hence solve the problem. It follows that the process of finding k independent 
first integrals and that of solving the system completely are equivalent and this is the 
importance of first integrals in the study of dynamical systems. Even if fewer than k 
first integrals are known, they still give valuable information about the system.
The one-dimensional harmonic oscillator with the equation of motion
j ? +  ? =  0, (1.1.9)
is a system for which sufficient first integrals are known to solve the problem. The two 
first integrals are:
B  =  “ (Ps +
2 (1.1.10)
I  *= q sin(i) + p  cos (t),
2
where p .=* dq/dt is treated as another dependent variable. The solution for q follows
U ' ' ' • 1 " 'easily from these first integrals: K
w ; g =  /sin(i) ±  V H  - 12 cos(t). (1.1.11)
' • 0 ‘ A . ' -
; =  - . .  j . . . . : . - . ;  . . J -Since the beginnings of the subject pi classical mechanics, researchers have been 
searching for first" integrals of dynamical systems. Early attempts to find systematic 
methods,of finding firs! integrals of a second order system of differential equations were 
made by Bertrand! in 1852 (Whittaker 1944) and Ermakov in 1880 (Ray and Reid 1979). 
More recent methods used to find first (|ntegrals include the direct method (which is the 
generalisation of Bertrand’s method to time-dependent systems), Noether’s theorem 
and the Lax-pair method. The method that is used throughout this study is the direct 
method ssnc'e it is well suited to a search for configurational invariants.
7  '■ ; « ."In this chapter the direct method will be discussed and known results for polynomial 
first integrals of two-dini'exisional Hamiltoniaa systems0of the form
3  i 2^J T  Y \Htj
e>
will be given. The other methods mentioned above will be discussed briefly, s f
> Further, methods for analysing dynamical systems include Fainleve analysis aid Ziglin 
analysis which do not involve finding first integrals, but, rather, determine whether the 
system is integrabj#and therefore whether it will have first integrals. The Hamilton- 
Jaeobi method involves obtaining a solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation from which 
the full set of first integrals may easily be derived. The Lie theory of extended groups 
jnakes use of the point symmetries of the equations of motion to find ja solution.
1.2 The Hamiltonian formulation
In the Hamiltonian, formulation a system in n-dimensional space is characterised by a 
functional of the phase space variables and time, i.e, (?,p ,i), called the Hamiltonian 
of the system and denoted by H. The Hamiltonian is derived in such a way that the 
f^ l'^''^!^tions of motiori are given by
1 '5 (V dp.; dH d q. dH . , „  .
{  " f  di dqt ' dt ~ d p i  r ~ 1’ n- C1-2-1)
(These equations are of the form (1.1.1 ).)<
Suppose th&X"l(q,p,t) Is a first integral of a Hamiltonian system then dJ/dt — 0, i.e.,
f  d i . a r . a i  n ,, ooN
„ - dq{ qi dPiPi +  dt ~  ° ^
(summation over repeated indices is assumed) or, in the form of (1.1.6),
. £ § £ _ « : § * + "  o. (1 o 3;
dq{ dpi dpi dq{ dt K '
111 Poisson Bracket notation this is written as ;
dI rr Tr1 8 T  n  , ,
(1*2.4)
The Poisson Bracket of the function A =  A(q,p,i) with the function B =  B(q,p, t) is 
defined as
r i D1 dAdB dAcW  , ^
If I  does not defend on time explicitly, then (1.2.4) reduces to
d i
di [I,.H}p b =*Q. (1.2.6)
Definition 2:
A function is called an autonomous function if it does not depend on time explicitly
The first integrals considered in this chapter ace autonomous and therefore their time 
derivative will be given by (1.2,6). If H  is autonomous, then
a
and E  is a first integral. The types of system considered in this chapter axe autonomous 
and therefore these systems will already have one first integral.
‘t 0  "Definition 3:
If the Poisson Bracket of two functions is zero, then they are said to commute. 
Definition 4: ,
Several functions, say, t) i == 1, n are said to be in involution if
o [f h Fj]pB ~  0, for i j  =  1, n. (L2.S)
In 1855 J. M. Liouralle showed that for a n-dimensional Hamiltonian system (with 2n 
phase space variables) one only needs n first integrals, which are in involution, to solve 
the system (Liouville 1855, Whittaker 1944).
■ L) ,-v ■ I.
Theorem 1 (Liouville’s theorem): '
Suppose n functionally independent first integrals
where (ctv d % , a n) m:^arbitrary constants within one or more ciontinucuis intervals of
nonzero measure so ihaf;'’differentiation wrt a. =  i, n is meaningful, are known for the
dynamical system ,
dqi _ d B  dP i _  dH
If the functions (^A, ^2, tj>n) are in involution, it is possible to find the remaining n 
integrals and solve the differential equation.
Proof:
Using the integrals (^1?^2, ...,<f>n) the variable!! ...,pn) can be determined in
terms of (^ ,g 2, •*•,(?«»ai , a2>-M«„,<)> ^y,
r =s l,n . (1.2.11)
Since ( ^  — al5 <j>% — a2J “* «*) are in involution, I.e.
' y. .
[<f>„ -  a a><i>r~ a r\pB “  ' ' 0
the function <f>r — ar is invariant wrt the following infinitesimal transformation
& =  Qi +  =  ft  “  s,r =  l,n . (1.2.13)
Since (p1 -  fx,p2-  f 2i - iV n ~  f n) 0X6 derivable from -- ol5 4>2 -  a2, ..., 
must also be invariant tortf these transformations and consequently
[<!>s , P r - f r \ p , B  =  0 5 ,r  == l , n .
Similarly for r =  1, (j)r — ar is invariant wrt to the transformations
5 — a I cd(P » ~ f° ’ ) g - P  d(P s ~ fsi) 3_ lnSi -  9f + e ----- » Pi ~ P i ~ e dqi ’
Therefore, since (pj — fi ,p 2 — /a?•••,Pn~~fn) ^  derivable from — ctj, </> 
an), it follows that (pj -  fnP2 — / 2) •••5Pn “  /n) 316 a s^o i*1 involution, 
this
=  0 3, r  =  l , n .
dqr dq3 
From Hamilton’s equations of motion
_  d/j.
3gP di di
=  9/r  , y '  d /r d(?5 
di
=  Oh. x  V s
& ~r[ dqr dp3 *
Thus
a /r air
£& dqr fr i  dp3 dqr
dfr _  g g j 
dt dqr ’
where i f j  is If in the variables (gl5 g2, ..., gn,
Define the function W  as follows:
d W _ _ r r  9W  
dt 1J dq{=  ~H V
K ~ f n ) i  they
(1.2.14)
(1.2.15)
2 ~ °2 ) - A n -  
As a result of
(1.2.16)
(1.2.17)
(1.2.18) 
(1.2.19)
This definition is consistent with equations (1.2.16) and (1.2.18). The remaining first 
integrals necessary to solve the problem are
dW
Jr =  dir r =  1>n‘ (1 .2.20)
That these are first integrals can easily be seen by considering their time derivatives:
at  ~  a t dqkft—1
d2W  , ^  d2W  dE (_  _ _ dW dW dW  ,
+  2 -y  Bn.Bn fin. I #2» •••» Sn» » f)n. > *“ » »*
g / e y
0ar \
=  0 (in view of equation (1.2.19)). (1.2.21)
Although this seems to be a very useful theorem, it is very difficult to construct 
the remaining first integrals and is probably easier to find them by other methods. 
According to Poisson’s theorem (Goldstein 1980), if the second derivatives of two first 
integrals of a system are continuous, their Poisson Bracket will also be a first integral 
and may be new. Thus, if some first integrals of a system are known, it may be possible 
to find more by calculating their Poisson Bracket expressions.
Definition 5:
An n-dimensional autonomous Hamiltonian system is said to be Liouville integrable if 
it possesses n functionally independent functions, including the Hamiltonian, which are 
in involution.
Since in this thesis only two-dimensional systems will be Considered and, for the systems 
under consideration, the Hamiltonian is already a first integral, it is only necessary to 
find one extra first integral for the system to be Liouville integrable.
Note that an ?z-dimensional Hamiltonian system can have no more than n distinct first 
integrals in involution. It cannot have more than 2n — 1 autonomous first integrals.
Definition 6:
A Hamiltonian system which possesses this maximum number of autonomous first 
integrals which are globally defined and single-valued is called superintegrable.
The Kepler problem, is an example of such a system. For this system n =  2, therefore 
three first integrals are required for the definition to be satisfied. Two first integrals are 
given by the Hamiltonian
H = l ( p ' - h f ) - 7  (L2-22)
and the angular momentum
L =  r x  f.
Either of the two components of conserved vector
. h d  
K  =  r ~  — ,
(1.2.23)
(1.2.24)
called Hamilton’s vector, give the third first integral, The other component is a first 
integral which is functionally dependent on the first three.
The orbit equation can be determined from L and K. Denote the cross product of K  
md L by
J = ; K x L ,  (1.2.25)
called the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector. Measuring 9 from J, taking the scalar product 
of r with J and rearranging the result gives
r = k — J cos(0) ’ (1.2.26)
'X T
8
1;3 Canonical transformations
Transformations are, .usually made to simplify the system to a form for which the solution 
is more obvious. If a generalized canonical transformation is applied to two commuting 
functions, the two transformed functions will also commute. Therefore generalized 
canonical transformations transform integrable systems into integrable systems, i.e., 
they preserve integrability.
Definition 7:
A generalized canonical transformation is a transformation of the form,
Qi =  Pi ~  ffifap), i =  1, n (1.3.0.1)
for which [ f j J k]p B =  [9j,9k}pB =  0 and [fj,gk]PB =  SjkZ(q,p) as defined in 
(Hietarinta 1987), At present use of the term Generalized Canonical transformation is 
not standard, An alternative definition to that given here allows the transformation to 
depend on time (Burgan 1978). When Z — 1, the transformation is called a canonical 
transformation. That a generalized canonical transformation preserves involution is 
easily proven.
Let K (Q ,P )  and L(Q, P) be two functions in involution. Under a generalized 
canonical transformation they transform to k(q,p) =  K(f(q,p),g(q,p)) and l(q,p) =  
• (^/(?>JP))i7(?)P)) respectively. Making use of the chain rule and the commutation 
properties of the / ’s and g7s one obtains
/  dK d l  d K B L \ . e , . r1 „
[k> ]pB(g,p) — ( 3Q. gp, dPjdQiJ > (1.3.0,2)
Therefore k and I are also in involution.
1.3.1 Time reflection symmetry
Consider the transformation p —> —p. If a function K ( q ,p )  has the property K ( —q,p)  =  
c K ( q , p ) } K  is said to have good time reflection parity. If c =  1, K  is even and, if c =  —1, 
K  is odd.
9
Theorem 2:
Suppose that two non-trivial functions K  and L commute (definition 3). If K  has good 
time reflection parity, then there exists a non-trivial function jD* that has good time 
reflection parity and [/<", L„]PB =  0.
Proof.
The transformation p  —* —p is a generalized canonical transformation. Therefore 
IsT(q, — p) =  ciif(q,p) and £(q, — p) will also commute. K  will now also commute 
with L+(q, p) -  |[I(q, p) +  L(q, -p )] and L_(q, p) =  |[I(q, p) -  L{q, -~p)], both of 
which have good time reflection parity. The first is even and the second is odd. At least 
one of these must be nonzero and the required function has been obtained.
Corollary:
The function H  —  \ { p 2x  ,Jr P 2y )  +  V { x , y )  has good time reflection parity and therefore all 
first integrals of this system will be either odd or even.
The following transformations which are discussed here are generalized canonical 
transformations and enable one go eliminate unnecessary freedom in  a system thereby 
reducing the number of degrees of freedom.
1.3.2 Scaling
A scaling is a transformation of the form
q -+ cq, p -4 dp, (1.3.2.1)
where c and d are constants. It preserves integrability and if d — l / c  it is canonical. 
Here scaling will mainly be applied to homogeneous polynomial functions.
Definition 8:
A polynomial P(q) is said to be homogeneous of degree n if P(cq) =* cnP(q). 
Definition 9:
A function F ( q, p) is said to be weighted homogeneous if there exist integers n, m  and 
h so that i^c^q, c"p) =  cfci^(q,p).
10
****** nr- 70r
As an example of how scaling may be used, consider the Hamiltonian
h  =  +'pj) +  °®4 +  b x 2 v 2 +  cy4>
where <z, b and c are constants. If i  /  0 then the scaling (px,py) —> (px,py), 
(x,y) h~1^ y )  will scale 6 to 1 and leave the system a little simpler. If
there ate two constants in the Hamiltonian with different homogeneous degrees, it is 
possible to scale both of them to 1 by performing the transformation (x, y) —> (cx, cy), 
{PxiPy) (dpx,dpy) and then dividing by d?. The constants c and d may then be 
chosen to obtain the desired values of the coefficients.
For weighted homogeneous functions a theorem similar to the previous one exists.
u V  o ■ ' “ . -Theorem 3: ;
If,/$r(q, p) is ^  weighted homogeneous function which commutes with a polynomial j 
i.e. [K, L]p b  == 0, then X may be written as L =  YjjLi where each L- is
weighted homogeneous of .^/different degree and commutes with K.
Proof.
Since K  is weighted homogeneous there exist m, n and k such that under the 
transformation q —► cnq, p —> cTOp K  has the property K (cnq, cmp) =  ckK(q,p). 
Each term of L Will gain a factor of the form c} under this transformation. The sum 
of all the terms with the sair(e value o| I wilfbe weighted homogeneous. Denote such 
a sum by Lj. Now L(q,p) — ]Cj^i % (4 p )s  where L^(cnq, cmp) *= c^Xj-(q,p) and 
l i^ I j  for i g  j .  \ »  ' .
Now it will be shown that each L- commutes with JiL^p). The above scaling 
preserves integrability therefore K (cnq, cmp) mid £(cnq, cmp) still commute. Since 
ckK  (q,p) =£ A'(cnq, cmp), K (q,p) will also commute With £(cnq, cmp) for any value 
of c. Therefore K  also commutes 'With the sum
M M M M  /  M
I .. M.nl j n— / MiH.i »
c/ 1 >p ) *= £  £
' i t=l i=l j~l j=l \f=l
Now the function may be isolated by choosing the d{'s so that
(1,3.12)
This set of equations has a non-trivial solution since the c /s  can be chosen such that 
det(c  ^) j i  ^  0.
Corollary.
From this theorem it follows that weighted homogeneous Hamiltonians may be assumed 
to have weighted homogeneous first integrals.
The following theorem is a generalization of the previous theorem.
Theorem 4:
Let K  be a, weighted homogeneous polynomial and L a polynomial which commute, 
Suppose that a scaling i,
q —+ cnq, p -4 cmp
exists such that . ' .
,  „  M  '
A"(q, p ) =  K (cnqrcmp)ck =  A'0(q, p) +  J V ' 1'A ((q ,p), where 0 < m „
' . '' 1 = 1  ■
(/ ,, '
then K 0 will commute with a polynomial contained in L,
Proofi
As in the last proof L may be written as
M
A(q, p) =  J 2 Li (*  p)» wiiere £ i(cTi<h cmp) =  q, p)
'\  f=1 ■ ■ ■ 
and ^  kj for i ^  j .  If kr is the smallest of the k% then
M
£'(q,p) =  Z(c"q,o”,p)c-i" = £ , + 5 2 4 ‘ ' - ‘ '£ #. (1.3.2.6)
j ~  1
Since integrability is preserved under this scaling, K 1 and V  v/ill commute. Now K 0
and Lr will also commute since they are the only terms which will contribute to the c°
term in the expression for the Poisson Bracket. If it is found that Lr — f ( K 0), then one
could construct a new L namely L%. =  L — f ( K Q) which will commute with K. If L is
functionally Independent of JK* then this procedure wilt eventually $ield a functionally 
. . . .  . 
independent function which commutes with jY0. ^ ,
O ,v
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(1.3.2.4)
(1.3.2,5)
fjovollary:; 0
(Suppose H — \{p\ +  Py) +  V(aj,y) where V  is polynomial and consists of weighted 
{homogeneous parts of degrees nx <  n2 <  ... <  nN. Then. == |{p\ -f and 
H* == | (pi +Py) +  VN are both integfable.
Proof:
Let K  =  m =  n15 n — 2 and & =  ~2n1 for the first case. For the second case let 
\K =  E *7m — ^nN in~^2dJaLdh — 2nN.
1.3.3 Rotation * *
. ' . )A dotation is a transformation of/the form •
J( / .  " 'x — cos(0)A|+ sin(())Y px =  cos(0)PX +  sin(#)Py,
(  i  , t1-3-3-1)
y — — sin(0)X -f cos(5)Fj Py — — sm{9)Px  +  cos(0)Py
and is canonical. Tlie rotation in the co-ordinate space (x,y) induces the rotation in 
the momentum space (px,py)- '
In the present context the rotational degree of freedom may be used to fix a constant in 
the potential or in the second invariant. Consider a homogeneous polynomial in x and 
y (or px and py)
N
p 0 ,  y) =  Y j ar*N~nyn• (1.3.3.2)
n=0
Under the above rotation it becomes
N
J>(*, v) =  P'(X, Y) = X K { £ > „  cos(9)w- ” ( -  sin(0))"}
/  N
+  x W-ir Jy 7 cos(0 )^ -n(^sin(e))n[(n +  l)an+1 (13.3.3)
— ( N  — n +  l)an_j]| 4*.....
If a # -i  — 0) then the coefficient of X N~lY  will vanish if cos(9) =  0. For all other cases
the equation 1
N
£ ( -  tan(0))"[(n +  l K +t -  (W -  n +  l)o „_ ,] =  0, (1.3.3.4)
n=0
where a0, ax aiid a2 axe constants. The above rotation will take it to
0
[a2 cos? (6) — ax cos(9) sin(0) -f aQ sin2(0)] P]r 
4- [2(a2 a0) cos(0) sin(0) +  a1(cos2(9) — sin2(0))] P^Py 
•f [a2 sin2(0) Hh c£i sin(0) cos^) +  a0 cos2(0)] Py. 1 o (1.3.3.6)
It will only be possible eliminate the P^Py term if
o ’
o
(1.3.3.7)
Unless — a0) =  iittj injvhich case tan2(0)=: —1, a rotation may be found to satisfy
this equation* In the former case a rotation may be found to rotate the quadratic to
Pz(:px±ipv)i o i (p x ± ip y)2.
" ' f  . ’If the polynomial is wrif/l£i). in the form
i p f
P (s ,j )  =  n n=:1[an:c +  6nt/], (1.3.3.8)
a different method ct fixing a constant may be applied. Under the transformation it
becomes
( i
P (X , Y)  =  n n:=1[(an cos(9) -  bn sin(9))X  +  (an sin(9) +  bn cos(9))Y\. (1.3.3.9)
Now by choosing 9 so that
an sin(0) -f bn cos(9) =  0, (1.3.3.10)
one or more factors of X  may be extracted from the product so that
P (X ,Y ) =  X kQ{X,Y).
This may always be done provided that P is not of the form
P ( x > v )  =  (a +  i y ) K { *  - i y ) L < (1.3.3.11)
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1.3.4 Translation
A translation takes the/form
where the u.-’s are constants.
* =  l,n (1.3.4.1)
The leading terms of a first integral often contain angular momentum terms. 
Translations may be used to remove some of the free constants. For example consider 
the first integral {ax+b)py+ ( —ay+c)px. IS a ^  0, then the x z —a/b, y —*•
y +  c/a will change I  to X s= a(xpy — ypx). If a =  0, then a rotation and' scaling will 
5e I  to X =  px or I  =  px ± ip y. ‘ -
. . . . ' '  V-1 
An example of how a translation may be used to simplify a potential is the tranformation
of the potential
V — xA +  6®2j/2 +  8 t/4 +  a(8y3 4- 3yx2) +  k(x2 -f Ay2) 
+  ^ 2 +  8y2),
to 0
V  =  x4 +  Gx2y2 +  8y4 -j- k{x2 +  4y2) +  ey,
(1.3.4.2)
(1.3.4.3)
using the transformation y — y — a/4 with e =  —2ak — a3/2. Since the latter potential 
is integrable and the-transformation is canonical, the former is also integrable.
1.3.5 Gauge transformations h
The gauge transformation is only of use when dealing with Hamiltonians which contain 
terms linear in the momenta e.g.
H ~  - (p i  + p2j) +  A(x, y)p£ +  B(x, y)py +  V (x ,0 .
The transformation takes the form
rifere
Px -*  Px +  Fx(x, y), Py -4 Py +  Fy(x, y),
(1*3.5.1)
(1.3.5.2)
wB  F(x,y)  is arbitrary. The functions A, B and C  change to
A - * A  +  FX, B -* B +  Fy,
■ tio „
= 16
(1,3.5.3)
The following quantities remain invariant with respect to a gauge transformation
U — Ay — Bx, a
K  (1-3-3-1)
B '  =  C - ~ { . l 2 + 2 3 2). '. 2
These quantities are of great assistance in identifying potentials which may be in one of 
many transformed forms. If for a system V  =  0, one may transform to the gauge where 
A — B — 0 and considerably simplify the system.
The inverse problem of finding At B  and C given U and W  is quite difficult. In later
chapters it is necessary to do this in order to obtain particular potentials.
■ , 0 f‘
1.3.6 Coupling constant metamorphosis f =
The transformation discussed here is very different from those that have been discussed 
up till now. The transformation of variables is not stated explicitly, but the 
transformation takes a Hamiltonian of the form H — H0(q,p) +  0# i(q , p) to one 
of the form K  == If0(q, p)/jfir1(q ,p) — e /if j  (q ,p ). The interesting property of this 
tranformation is contained in the following theorem. 0
Theorem 5: q
Assume the Hamiltonian H — i f 0 -f gHx is integrable at any energy and value of 
the coupling constant g, with a first integral I  == Then the Hamiltonian
K  =  H0/H'1 — e/Hi is integrable for any value of the energy or coupling constant e and 
has a second invariant J =  I(q ,p ; (e — HQ)/Hl ).
Proof.
Since J is I  with g replaced by —K  the Poisson Bracket of K  and J may be written as 
follows is . "
. n  _  [ga.J ] P B  __ _  J _  |g,(q ,p )~  f fg .fa p ) ; J(q,p;
! ^  (g„ e) ^  g ^ p )  ’
Since K  may be treated as a constant and H  is integrable for all values of g the Poisson 
Bracket vanishes and K  is integrable. ^
// O /y
The constant J| related to the new energy K  in that K  has the same expression
as the solution rap^from the equation H ~  H0 +  gH1 and hence the name coupling
constant metamorphosis. H H  is only integrable at specific value of the energy, then the 
. . '.t 
integrability of K  can only be garanteed at one value of the energy. This transformation
has been used in (Hietarinta 1984c et al ) to obtain some interesting results.
ft .
1.4 The direct method aiid ^ polynomial first
1-4.1 The general problem \ °
The method is quite straightforward and needs little 
first integral and the Hamiltonian must be made. r
’ ' s\ ’ ' ■ '• ■ n .
to be a polynomial ill the momenta, for example i
/ ©  - o  • • -  '
(fchopse \ . ,.
"  ^ ' . •. 0) '*'■ . v - ''
° o .. 1 = ^ »  y)|l +  K«> y)p*% +  K
o where a, b c and d are unknown functions of x and
o ’
H  -  |(P* + +  A ( x i V ) P z  +
Where A, B  and V  are unknown. The unknowns it 
the requirement /
. '  ;;
° . , ■ ' ■ V °
In this section the' existence of polynomial 
Hamiltonian systems! of the form
.. 3  ■
■ „ - a - !& * + !$ ) + ? <
will be discussed, According to the corollaxy to Ti
■ 17 0 O ■
a Hamiltonian of this form must be either odd or e
' t. sr'i . , ■ ' . ' 0
first integral may be written as <
, " ' [M2] ti~2n ' “
v  . -  j - " L  e  ? ? » ? ■  #
n—0 m=sO
Manipulation of tt
.Si
ds
e indices so that the exponents of the are equal gives 
[JV/2J JV-2H+1
jissO tnssi
/iJtw—l.JV~2«
FxPy dx
IN / 2 ) N~~2n , ;> ‘ a j m , N —2n
i^ e  ■
fittiO tn=sO
1 ■ £
. " . * ~d. 
where [N/2] meaid
" V \ ->0 ■
The index n may i
m
2
n=C
[N/i
dy
r [AT/2] N - i n - \  :
r S  Y1  (m +  1)p”'j; /^ " 2n“ m~1<sfm+1,w"i'2n
* n = 0  m a ~ l  1 ' , - . . .  - ■ t, „
, [JV/2] JV-Jin .
r  Y2- 2 3  2n -  m)pnxiprj ~ 2n~m^ d rn^ - 2n as’o,
+
(1.4.1.4)
ns=0 »n«0
ie intfjger value of N
ow be manipulated ,so that the p^s have the same exponents;
JV—2r*+l  ^ , ajm-l,Af-2R
,nmT.AT—2n-m 4-l
Pr'Py dxm =l
N - 2 h
E  «
n=0 m=0
^ d d m'N~2n 
dy
da?
a y
[JV/2+1] iV’—2n4,l
£  (m +  l ) ^ pW-2" - ^ + t ^ + l ^ - 2n+2
nasi m=;0 
[JV/2+1J TV—2n+2
£  £  (JV -  2n -  m +  2)pjkp f - 2,l- nt+1^ lW’- 2,‘+2 ** 0, (1.4.1.5)
" i' n=0 m=0 “
where the summation in the third term now be|ins at 0 since for m s= -1  this term is 
zero a.nyway. The summation in the last term here may terminate at N  -  2n +  1 since 
the next term in the summation is zero. EeSrrangemeni of the previous result gives 
! « W ) . W - * . + l  f a j m - l , W - i o ,  a<(» ,W -2 »
. E  E  + *a«
where ds,t =  0 if .5 < 0 or s >  i or < < 0 or tf > JV. For a polynomial in px and py to be 
identically zero the coefficients of combinations of different powers of px and py must
.. . o . ■ ■ '  ' "
be zero. For the last equation this implies that .
, <sdV l-j., sdV ddm^ hk- % ddm>k^ i
(m -f " +  (*• f 1 -  m) l t d r  ^  +dy dx \ dy
where m — 0, &,«k — N +  1, 0 or 1(2) and da’1 ,is as above. Henceforth this process 
will simply be refered to as separation of coefficients. There are now (N  2)(N  +  4)/4 
differential equations to Solve for (N +  2)2/4  uni 
there are (N  +  3)2/4  equations to solve for (N  f  5
9 0,
iiowns if N  is even and if N  is odd 
)(N + 1)/4 unknowns.
If k =  N  * f1) then (l.4fl,7) takes a simpler form:
ddm~1>N ddm,N
dx dy
. - ■ • . *These equations may be solved to give
■ , li m N-m /  , . •),
J m>N =  ] T  ( - 1)*' ( j xuyvc u+v
ii=0 u=0 \ v  /
m ~ v >N , m — 0, iV,
(1.4.1.8)
(1.4.1.9)
where the O' a are constants. If the Hamiltonian is i homogeneous polynomial of degree 
nv, the first integral must also be homogeneous according to the corollary to Theorem
3. As a result all dm,k must have "homogeneous degree nc +  nv(N — k)/2, where nc is 
the homogeneous degree of the d™,N above,
For k — N  — 1 equations (1.4.1.7) become
(m + +  ( N  -  m) =  I T 1'” - '  +  £K 1 dx v J dy dx dy (1.4.1.10)
for m s= 0,N  — 1. Here there are N  equations for'JV — 1 unknowns dm,N*~2. The 
coefficient may be eliminated between the equation for m =  0 and tn == 1 by
use of the integrability condition. The resultant equation has a term d2d1,N~2/dy2. 
Application of the integrability condition to this function enables one to eliminate it 
from the equation for ra *= 2. Continuing in this manner one gets the final equation
N - i
E H ) "
na=0
0 _
dx
N —n—1 q  n
dy
d V
(n +  +  (JV -  n ) ^ d " ' N
In this equation the dn,N's rr 
no (7’s can be found to satis;
: V\
\
dx
ay be obtained from
0. (1.4.1.11)
equation (1.4.1.9). If for a given V
V does not have a first integral of
order N. For auy polynomial potential their exist constants C  and a value N  such that 
(1.4.1.11) will be satisfied. For some potentials the following result may be formulated.
Theorem 6:
ii. ' , . .. - . 
A Hamiltonian of the form (1.4.1.1) has no nontrivial polynomial first integrals if all
tj^ e partial derivatives o£?>F are linearly independent over the ring of polynomials in xl
and y.
O' _ °
Proof. ' "  ^ u _  " . "...
Consider (1,4.1.11) with V satisfying the requirements of the theorem. As a result of 
the assumptions rnade/jthe coefficient of (d/dx)N~"n~1(d!dy)nV  must be zero:
(*  +  I)cT*+1,w 0  (iV -  n +  l y r V ? . *  0, n =  a ,N ~ L (1.4,1.1?)
» ■'0 i  ' 5^5==,- J ,Solving these equations, starting at n == 0, it soon becomes clear that, if n or N is odd, 
then dn,N — 0 and, if n and iV are both even, then ,
' ' u .. 3 , 0  . . . .  . *
d2m,2M _  ^ ^ d ° > 2M. |(1.4.1.13)
TBe leading part of I  is then given by tf°>2M\p2x,+ P 2y)M, which is trivial since it contains 
the kinetic term of the Hamiltonian which may now be replaced by 2(H — V
The equations (1.4.1.7) will now be solved for certain values of N.
1.4,2 The case N=1 “ "
According to the0 corollary to Theorem 2 a linear first integral of a system of
(1.41.1) must be odd. Therefore it ttittst have the form, •" o ' '  ■ ' '
: ’ ■ ■ ./*. . ■ °
Taking the Poiason Bracket of I  with H  and separating b;y coefficients ofpj. an
0 a
the form
■. o
(1.4.2.1)
. u
ip y gives
J  n  \
The first three equations are easily integrated and yield the solution
a =  cy +  d, 
b =  —cx -f e.
(1.4.2.3)
Equation (1.4.2.2d) ndw becomes
" ■ 0 »; " " „
■ ' (cy +  d)Vx +• ( - c x  +  e)Vv =  0,
which may be solved by the method of characteristics: The equation for the 
characteristic is
da; ^  ody\. 
cy-\-d —cx +  e ’
with solution
The general form of V is
cu =  ~(x2 +  y2) +  ex -  dy.
The solution for I  is
V =* V(u) =  VQ(ic2 +  y2) +  ex — dy). 
* &
I  =  c(yp* ~ xPy) +  dPr. +
(1.4.2.4)
(1,4.2.5)
1.4.3 The cage N=2 - ' „ "
„ o . ^
There^has been interest in this problem for a long time. The first systematic attempt 
to &6lve this problem appeared in (Darboux 1901). His results are reproduced by 
(Whittaker 1944). However, these results were incomplete and more recent treatments 
have yielded the remaining cases. The cases 1), 2), 4), and 7) below may be found 
in (Winternitz et a/ 1966), other references in this regard are (Dorizzi et aj 1983), 
(Ankiewicz and Pask 1983), (Thompson 1984a), and (Sen 1985). The cases 3), and 6) 
are discussed in (Dori&zi efc al 1983). ,The ease 5) was first given in (Hietaiinta 1987).
For the given Hamiltonian the first integral must be either odd or even. Therefore for 
N ~ 2  it must be even. Let
Jl
where A, ...> D  are functions oi x and y which still have to be determined Taking the 
Poisson Bracket with H and separating by coefficients of px and py gives the following 
set of equations to solve
dA
, dx
d A ,d B _
dy dx
=  0, 
- 0 ,
n dB dC no _ _ _  4 . _ _  - -  n.
,dy- dx ’
(1.4,3.2)
&C
dy 0,
ay dx dy
Equations (1.4.3.2) are readily solved :
A — ay2 +  by 4- c,
(1.4.3.3)
B =  ~2axy ~ bx — dy — e,
, C =  ax2 +  dx +  f ,
I ■ , ' ■ • ^
where a, /  are constants. '
The intWgra.bility condition on D  may be used to eliminate it from (1.4.3.3) giving
1 / d2V d2V\ „ d2V
(2ft*y.+ bx +  dy +  e) ~  -q^TJ ~  2K *  “  V )  +  dx -  +  /  -  c]
(1.4.3.4)
(1.4.3.5)
H " . . . - . , . . .
it is convenient to break the problem up into eight different subcases to solve it. The 
first case is that which Darboux solved.
case
In this case a ^ O  and for simplicity let a =  1. Translations may be used to eliminate 
b and d. By subtracting the correct amount of H  from I, /  may be eliminated. If
23
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e2 +  c2 5^  0, then the system may be rotated to eliminate e from I  and therefWe also
from (1.4.3.5). In this case it is convenient to replace c by c2 and equatioii (1.4.3.5) may
then be written as : „
/  ( d 2v  0 v \  , ,  2 2 s, d 2v i n e v  0 e v  n „ „  o c v  
\  ~ x + c ) ~ B ^ +  v^ ~  W *  „ ( 4-3'6l
1 o ■ " ■ 1 .
The equation of the characteristic of this equation is given by
dy (y2 -- a;2 +  c2) db y/yj* -- x2y2 +  "+■ 2(y2 — x2)c2 4- c4
da; . xy  ![ . 7 ■’ ," ' ^
which is equivalent to . c , °  ^  a
, /  ^ 4 _ ( ^ | ± £ 1 | _ 1 = 0. (1 4 .3.7)
Let v — y2 and u =  a:2 then
■ „ .. dy _  ydy ■ 0
du xdx * 0
By md/iplyinf/ (1.4.2.7) through by y2/x2 and using the latter result the following 
equation is obtained \  ° o
y ^ \ *  « , - «  +  « > * , ’*> o.. . * (1.4.3.8)
( d u J u du u
du «, f t  , dy\ dv 
du
This is a Clairaut’s equation the solution (if which is given in (Ince 1956) which is 
repeated here for convenience. Differentiation of (1.4.3.9) wrt u gives
ri\ ■ 0 ‘
, " °  5 “ , \ - 1
-''ft
where p =  dv/du. Either one of the factors in this equation must be zero, It is found 
that choosing djp/du 0 namely p — m =  constant yields the general solution. In thi$y 
case (1.4.3.9) becomes, after some rearrangement, 0 „
. ■ £ . or Ho x and y
( m  -f l)(um *- u) -  c 2 m  ~  0, , (1.4.3.11)
m +  l)(a;2m -  y 2 )  -  c 2 m  =s 0. (1.4.3.12)
24 - 1 .. **
This may be rewritten as
where y2 =  c2/(m  +  1)-
(f "S\ "
1 I' . . . .
From the above Equation, it is evident that the characteristic curves axe confocal ellipses 
and hyperbolae. It is then natural to take as new variables the parameters of confocal 
ellipses arid hyperbolae denoted by a  and /?•
■ V ~  •?){<? ~  ? ) } *  ■ (1.4.3,14)\ C O
V 1 . {Under this transformation, (1.4.3.6) becomes
^ - a^ ^ - 2aW  = 0' ( 1 - 4 ' X 1 5 )
tile soliution of which is
° \  . v ” > ( -^4-3.16)
where /  and <f> are arbitrary functions of their arguments and
2 a-2 == r2 +  c2 +  [(r2 -f c2)2 — 4c2x2]^,
f; J ° " 2/32 =  r2 + 62 - [ ( r 2 +  c2)2 - 4 c V ] ^  (fe.3.17)■ 0
where r2 =  x2 -f y2.. (.
The corresponding first integral is.
: /  -  -  y P t ) 2 +  (1-4.3-is)
I ■°  ' I 1
case 2  ^ | (. c, ■■-</ "
If a 7^  0 but c =  0, then (i.4.3.6) may be written as
' ■ " ' ' ' B
2B + ^ ~ ’4 f = ° ’ (iA 3-i9)
where B y{dVJdx) — x(dVjdy), Using the method of characteristics to solve this 
equation gives ^
B ± ! M ? 1  a (1.4.3.20)
■' ' V  |[
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. , y V t - x V ,  =  F(y/x) ± ,  (1.4.3.21)
{/
where B  hag been replaced by the expression it represents. The characteristics are
determined from „ ,f
dar —dy dV , ,—  =  — £  (1.4.3,22)
, y *' [F(v/x)/y2]
Prom the first and second components of the characteristic u — x2+ y2 is easily obtained, 
From the second and thrjj components of (1.4,3,22), with the transformation x =  cos(0), 
y — sin(0), the folllowing equation is obtained
(1.4.3.23).F(tan(0)) sec2(0) '  '
This equation is easily integrated and the final solution is
y * s t f + V * ) + ^ f ± ,  (1.4.3.24)
where /  and g are arbitrary functions of their arguments. The associated first integral 
is
where F  is arbitrary. This is equivalent to
. i ‘ =  (®Pv -y P * )2 + 2/ ( ^ ) / r 2, (1,4.3.25). W v
case 3*)
If a ^  0 and c ^  0, but e2 -f~ c2 =  0, e may not be removed by a rotation of (1.4.3.5), as 
was done to obtain (1.4,3,6), The solution for V  has the the same form as in the first 
case except that now
2a2 ss r2 +  (r4 — 2c(x ±  iy)2]^,
(1.4.3.26)
2/?2 =  r2 — [r4 — 2c(,t ±  *y)2J * •
The corresponding first integral is given by
I  =  (xpy -  yPxf  +  cpx{pt ±  ipy) +  (1.4.3,27)
case 4) j!
If a =  0 and 62 +  d2 ^  0, a translation and rotation of the axis by tan“ !l(df/&) gives new 
co-ordinates
X  — b(x — u) — d(y -  w),
If u and w axe chosen as
_  be +  dc _  de — bc
U ~ W T & '  w ~ ¥ J ~ d ? '
V f d 2v  d2v \  . _  d2v  : i a v
equation (1.4.3.5) becomes
„  , v /N  w w
X  ~  ffyz J +  2Y dXdY  +  ZdX  =  ° ‘
V - - 17
e
where
If U is defined by
- N 2’ 
i.X  =  and Y  =  ^(£2 -  r?2),
equation (1.4.3.30) becomes
d2u
d £ d r j
0
(1.4.3.29)
(1.4.3,30)
(1,4.3.31)
(1.4.3.32)
(1.4.3.33)
with solutioii U =  <7i(^) +fl,2(^), where gx and g2 are arbitrary functions. V is given by
V 9i ( 0  +  92(v) £2 (1.4.3.34)
and the first integral is
(1,4.3.35)
Case 5)
If a =  0 but b ^  0 slid b2 +  d? — 0, then by means of a scaling one can obtain 6 =  1, 
d — ±e. If then e ^  i(c —/ ) ,  transformations can be found to take c, e and /  to c =  i/8, 
e t= —1/4 and f  =  —i/8. The potential and corresponding first integral are
^  -  “7=[/(* +  s/z) +  g(z -  \/i)], (1.4.3.36)
vz
i
I  = ( y P x  ~  +  iPp)  +  f a x  -  ip y f
+  a[l +  z\/5]f(z \/z) +  i[—1 +  z<fi\g(z — Vz), (1.4.3.37)
where z — x -{- iy<
case 6^
If in the previous case e =  i(c — / ) ,  c, e and /  may be eliminated and the singular limit 
is obtained :
v  =  F (x j i i y)_ +  ±  (1.4.3.38)
with first integral
I  -  (VPx -  x P y ) ( P x  ±  *Py) -  Kx ±  *y)[^(® ±  iy)/r +  G'(x ±  iy)]
(1.4.3.39)
+  iG(x ±  iy),
where F  and G are arbitrary functions of their arguments.
Case 7)
lfa  =  0, 6 =  0, d — 0, subtraction of the correct amount of H  from I  will eliminate / .  
Furthermore, unless e2 +  c2 =  0, which will be discussed in the next case, the system 
may be rotated so that c =  1 and e =  0. The equation for V  reduces to
Vxy =  0, (1.4.3.40)
with solution
v  =  / ( * )  +  g(y) (1.4.3.41)
and first integral
I  = PI +  2f(x) (1.4.3.42)
(or alternatively I  =  p2 +  2g(y)). 
case 8)
If a =  Q, 6 =  0, d ■= 0, /  =  0, c ^  0 but c2 *f e2 =  0, then c and e may be chosen as 
c = 1, e =  ±i/2 in which case
V =  r2F"(x  ±  iy) +  G(x ±  ty) (1.4.3.43)
and
I  =Px(Px &ipy) +  r2F"(x  db zj/) +  C?(» ±  iy) +  2(« ±  iy)F!(x ±  £y)
-  2i (^a; d= iy). (1.4.3.44)
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Particular examples
The Henon-Heiles-type potential
V ~  |(z2 +  y2) +  +  x2y, (1.4.3.45)
with first integral
' x f y (1.4.3.46)
given in (Aizawa and Saito 1972), may be transformed by a rotation to a potential of 
the type in case 7) above.
A special case of case 4) is
found by (Dorizzi et al 1983).
y  =  I l o g ( l ± lr \r — y
(1.4.3.47)
By choosing the arbitrary functions in the results for V  in the cases studied above 
particular examples are obtained. A special case of case 2) is V  =  r". V  =  
[a(r+y)n+1+b(r'~y)n+1]/r is a particular case of case 4). V — a(x±iy)n+1 /r+b(x±iy)n, 
V  =  axn -f byn and V =  ar2(x ±  iy)n~2 -f b(x ±  iy)n are special cases of 6), 7) and 8) 
respectively.
There are some potentials which belong to more than one of the eight cases : The 
potential (Fris et al 1965)
V  =  a(x -f y ) +  bx +  cy , (1.4.3.48)
belongs to cases 2) and 7). The potential
V  =  ax2 +  by2 +  cx*~2 (1.4.3.48)
belongs to the cases 4) and 7) and
a  1V =  -  +  -  r r
belongs to the cases 2) and 4).
r +  y r - y
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(1.4.3.50)
1.4.4 The case N=3
In this case the integral is odd. Denote it by
I  =  Ap\ 4  Bplpy +  Cpxp\ 4  Dpzy 4  Fpx +  Gpy, (1.4.4.1)
where A, ..., G are functions of x and y. The set of equations to solve for the existence 
of a first integral are :
dA
dx
dJB dA 
dx dy
=  0,
dC dB n 
dx dy ’
dD . dC 
dy
dD 
dy
dx 
0,
dF
dx
dx dy
Equations (1.4.4.2)-(1.4.4.6) are easily solved :
A =  a0 4  a^y 4  a2y2 +  a3y3,
B  =  b0 4  bxy 4* d2y2 — c^ a: — 2a2xy — 3a3xy2,
C =  c0 - b 1x +  a2x2 — d^y — 2d2xy 4  Z a ^ y ,
D — d0 -f* di x 4  dr x
It follows from (1.4.4.10) that
azx
<? = dV
dx Z ,
(1.4.4.2)
(1.4.4.3)
(1.4.4.4)
(1.4.4.5)
(1.4.4.6)
(1.4.4.7) 
(1.4.4.S) 
(1.4.4.9)
(1,4.4.10)
(1*4.4.! )
(1.4.4.12)
(1.4.4.13)
(1.4.4.14)
(1.4.4.15)
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where Z is an unknown function of x and y. Substitution of this into the remaining 
three equations, (1.4.4.7)-(1.4.4.9), yields
d2V DZ dV dV dV 
, Z d^dy +  ~8^~d  ^~ ZA~d^~B l ^ ==^  (1.4.4.16)
„ ( d 2V d2V \ ^ d Z d V  dZ dV  'dV ^n dV _
\dy2 dx1 J +  dy dy dx dx dx dy ’ ^
~Z d2V dZ dV dV „d Vdxdy 'dy dx W  dy °  dx ° ’ (L 44-18)
The two remaining unknown functions still to be determined are Z and V. The sum of 
(1.4.4.16) and (1.4.4.18) is
which may be solved for Z :
Z =  $(V) +  Y,
y  — +  (3d0 +  b0)x +  —(3^ — a^x2 +  d2x3
(1.4.4.19)
(1.4.4.20)
(3a0 +  c0)y -  -*(3ax -  d j y 2 -  a2y3
3-  a2x2y -  d2xy2 +  bxx y ~  j a ^ x 2 +  y2)2 (1.4.4.21)
With this expression for Z equations (1.4.4.16) and (1.4.4.17) become
y * * J m ,dxdy dy dx dxdy
f d 2V d2V\ dV „d V _
~dx
d2$(V) d2$ (V ) 
dx2 dy2 “
(1.4.4.22)
(1.4.4.23)
Depending on <I> these equations may be highly nonlinear in V. The only integrable 
solution known for these equations with $  =4 0 was obtained by (Fokas 1980) with the 
ansat2 V =  V (x2 -\-ny2)'.
H  =  ~  ( p I + p D  +  ^ - V 2 ) - * ' 3 ,
I  — ( p I ~  p ] ) { x p y -  V P x )  “  4 ( V P s  +  xpy)(x2 -  7/2) ” 2 / 3 .
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(3.3.24)
(3.3.26)
(Holt 1982) solved the equations (1.4.4.22) and (1.4.4.23) for <£ =  0 and for particular 
values of some of the constants to obtain two new integrable systems
with
V =  +  * V a/* 4- (1.4.4.26)
and
/  =  2p\ +  3pTp\ +  3px( -3 y i/3 +  2 a V 2/3 +  2 Sir2!*) +  IS pay1-/*, (1.4,4,27)
V =* x2 -f Ay'2 -f Sx ~2' \ (1.4.4.28)
With
f "
^  I  -  p 2x p y  +  8xyPx +  (~X2 +  Sx 2)py, (1.4.4.29)
wliep^ is an arbitrary coastiint 4 ,
The latter potential also has a quadratic first integral (cf. (1.4.3.41)) and ife therefore 
superintegrafe'e.
The three particle system with Hamiltonian 1
I   ^ r; , ■ "
11 -  o(p? +p\ + p l)  +  v\q1 -  q2) +  u (q2 -  qz )  +  w(q% -  qx) t (1.4.4.30)
has a cubic first integral for some choices of v, u, and w. For this system the centre of
mass, moves at a constant velocity. Therefore after transformation to the coordinates\\ - '
V t  — ~  ^  ^  )  ' '
x / S  ’
y  =  q i  - q i% (1.4.4.31)
z ~~ — (g-t + g 2 +  3a)*
one finds that z is an ignorable co-ordinate. A subsequent scaling reduces the 
Hamiltonian to
R  ~  +  Pi) +  K~2y) +  u(V3* +  y) -1- w(~VZx +  y) (1.4.4.32)
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For the choice of parameters A =  1, B =  0, C =  — 3 and D =
from (1.4.4.7)-(l.4.4.9):
o
F  =a 3(—2«(—2y) -f u(V3a: +  y) + u>("\/32
G as —3\/3(u(V5^ +  y) — w>(—V3® +  y)).
/i1
The remaining equation to be solved is (1.4.4.10)
+  w — 2v)(u' — w1) — (u1 -f w' — 2v')(u ~  w) =
A solution to this is the Toda-type potential ;
V =  e[v^I~!'l/2 +  ey +  |
“ I  =  P l -  3pfcpj +  3 ( V ^ - ' ' ] / 2 -  2ey +
' .. " ■ ]t 
+3\/3 ( e ^ * - ^ 2 -  p y. |
The case v(z) =  it(z) =  zt’(2) has been studied using the Lax-p; 
1975) and (Kulish 1976) who solved the problem when v is 
Pw(z). (Moser 1975) studied this cases v =  z~2 arid [sin(az)]' 
first integral is ;
i  #  a(3»4 - 6 « v ~ y )  _2n  
_  3V? V® ” 2v®[s»* -  y2) V  (3*2
This system is also superinfiegrable since it has a quadratic fir 
Assume a cubic first integral with an angular momentum lea<
I  -  (ypt -  xpyf  +  ....
In this case it best to transform to polar co-ordinates r and t 
y ~ r  sin(0). Then the Hamiltonian and first integral become
I  - p ] +  4(r, 6)pr +  B(n Q)Po •
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r  l ii if m iiiiim  r in w iM rn M fW w rT tH ^ lfn w w i*
For J to be a first integral A, B and V  must satisfy the following relations.
A =  a(0), B = r
and
where
!>
V _ £  + «S& + M ,
r t£ r6
(1.4.4.41)
(1.4.4.42)
a'h'~-Zah =  0,  ^
a'g' — 2 ag +  bh1 — 0* 
a" +  a -  3h' =  0,
3g '  -  h ' =  0,
(1.4.4.43)
' 4 # bg' — ac == 0,
and the prime denotes differentiation wrt 6. The general solution to these equations is 
not ktxdwn, but a particular solution may be obtained for b =  g — c — 0 as in (Thompson
s  =  2 (p*+pJ) +
h(y/x)
y/ ’ (a2 4-y2)*
/  =  - ‘(yp* -  xpyf  4- -rx (1.4.4.44)
2(®2 4-y2)*
. s /'K(x2 + y 2)$\' s
J^ x(a:px 4- ypy) -  — — ------J  (ypx -  xpy)
where a: and y are the original co-ordinates and the prime denotes differentiation wrt 
z arctan(y/a?), K  and h satisfy the following pai/i of differential equations.
K "  4- 2iY =  Gh1 cos(z),
3 hK  =  h'K1 +  tiKttm(z).
(1.4.4.45)
(1.4.4.46)
1.4,5, The cage N=4
, o
The form foi* a quartic first integral is ~ *
i ' /  »  / o 4 + t  -UpIpI +  f spxpl
• s 4* f f  9tP*Py + ‘9*Pv +  .
(1,4.5.1)
where g{ and h are; unknown functions of x and y. On taking the Poisson Bracket
. ii
with H  and separating by coefficients the following equations are obtained
dh _ 0,dx
Ox +  8y ’
,  9f2 _
« r + w ( r  ’
a J + % - 0’
= 0,
& - < * * £ •
asL+ 2 & . - i / 5 ! : + 8 f 2 ! :
a* +  dy ~  h dx + 3 h d y i
S & ~ f ?!L +  4 F W
dy ~ h dx
v) -
/  ^
/
o
^  n aF , aF 
a® ~  50 dx +9 i d P  
dh dv , 0 a r
By “ ff,a* *  h  dy'  
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\ ; ..
(1.45.2)
(1.4.5.3)
(1.4.5.4)
The 5 equations (1.4.5.3) pond (1.4.5.6) remain to be solved for the three unknown 
functions g{, V  and the 15 constants in (1.4.5.5). The general1 solution to these equations 
is not known, but many particular solutions are known. Some examples are given below.
! )
Examples:
1) The following cubic potential was found to have a quartic first integral in (Hall 19S3) 
and (Grammaticos et al 1982):
V =  |a(®2 +  16 y2) +  d(y /  +  x2y). (1.4.5.7)
i{ ■ "
A generalized version of this is given in (Grammaticos et al 1984) and (Hietarinta
1984b):
V =  +  ®2y 4- ;r(®2 +16 y2) -f mx~2 +  na:"6, (1.4.5.8)o Z
which has the first integral
I  =p4 +  (2a®2 +  4x2y -j- +  4mx~2 +  4,nx‘~6)p2x -  ~x3pxpy — ^ax^y -  --x^ii2o o o
8 2 
+  tiny  8nys“ 4 — - x 6 +  a2®4 +  4(an +  rn2)x~4 +  8mnx“ 8 +  4n2®-12.
('1
2) For n =  0 the quartic potential
V «  a(a:4c+ 12x'2y2 4  16y4) +  b(x2 4  Ay2) 4  cx~6(x2 +  4y2) 4  mx~2 4  ny~2, (1.4, 
" ,J " ■ 0 ' _ ‘ corresponds to the potential (1.4.3.34) for 9i(z) =  g2(z) — § (az5 4  bz3 +  mz 1 4  
which Was shown to -be integrable with a quadratic first integral. Let the first in 
of the former system be denoted by I2. Then the above system with nonzero n hi <> ■ » ■ ■ 
quartic first integral
I  =  i f  4  n[2x2y~2pl 4  16(ax4 4  c®-4 )]. (1.4
In (Ramani et al 1982) and (Grammaticos fit a1 1983) it is found that the potent
D V ~  x4 4- 6x2y2 4  8y4 (1.4
is integrable with a quartic first integral. The following generalization of this pot 
is integrable if e =  0 (Grammaticos 1984) or n =  0 and 2 =  0 (Hietarinta 1984b)
V — x4 4  6®2y2 4  8y4 4  h(x2 4  4y2) 4  mx~2 4  nx~*6 4  ly~2 4  ey, (1.4j
"  . * 1
I  ~p\ 4  Ap2(x4 4  6x2y2 4  kx2 4  mx~2 4  nx'-6 4  ey) — (16®3y 4  &Ax)pxpv 4  4al
4  4m2x~4 4  8ma;2 4  16my2 4  4&2a;4 4  8kx6 4 16®4y2 +  4a;8
4  16a:6y2 4  16x4y4 4  e(8ms“ 2y — 2es2 — 8a:4y — 16a;2y3 — i&kx2y)
4  81a;4y‘“2 4  n(8m®” 8 4  4n®~12 4  Bkx~^ A 4  8s” 2 4  48$~4y2). (1.4
3) The Holt-type potential
7  =  9s4/3 4 y V - 2/3, (1.4
was found to be integrable in (Hietarinta 1983) by the use of Painleve analysis 
following generalization thereof found in (Hietarinta 1984b)
V s= -a 4/3 4  (y2 4  d)x~2/3 4  tnx2fzny'~2 4  a(9®2 4  4y2), (1.4
has the quartic first integral
I  =pj 4  2p2p2 4 p 2(l6ay2 4  Any~2) 4  24aV 3ypxpy
+  4p2(aT2/3(y2 4  d) 4  mx2!z 4  a(9a:2 4  4y2) 4  ny~2) 4 16my2
4  32adx~2!zy2 4  8c?na;"2/ 3y~2 4  Sna:*-2/3 4  32amx2fzy2 4  Bnmx2^ y~2
4  72a:2/3y2 4 12anx2x f 2 4  4n2y“ 4 4,32ax” 2/3y2(9a;2 4  y2) 4  32a2y2(9x2 4
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4) A ()Toda-type potential representing tiie basic “three particle free-ei|d lattice” may be
rotated to = . ■ 1 ° " c
° H — ~ (p l+  P2y) +  ey +  ex~y, a "Vs ■
2 / '  (1.4.5.18)
I  =  plp2y +  2eyp2 -  2ex-*pxpv +  e2*“ 2* +  2ex.
~o ■ ' ' ' '
Assume a iirst integral with an angular momentum leading part:
1 =  (VPz ~ xPyf  +  9oPl +  9iPzPy +  92pI +  h- \ (1-4.5.19)
: , ■ " ' ' .1  ” *  To solve the remaining equations it is best to transform to polar co-ordix|ates (a:
r cos(0), |/ — r sin(0)) and then one finds that
No iii-depth. searches for first integrals of order higher than four have been made, but 
some interesting examples of systems possessing higher than fourth order first integrals 
have been found. AH known systems possessing sixth order first integrals are obtained 
by generalizing systems possessing eu/pic first integrals with an additive term.
' TJ ' '
° ' o’ "
The application of Painleve analysis in (Grammaticos 1984)’ and (Hietarinta 1983) 
suggests that the potential °
0 ' V — 12aj4^  +  (1.4.6.1)
il integrable. A search revealed that this system has a first integral of order six;
o * I  3pjp2 +  (18®4/3 +  6x~2/3y2)py
' „ (1.46.2) 
-f 72xl^yplpx +  648®2/3 y2pj +  648t/.
A Toda-type potential witlt fts^ ixtlji order first integral was found in (Dorizzi 1984). 
The result has beei, related hei’e to make apparent its relationship with the Toda-type 
p&te&fcial V*s«& (c£ (1»#14i,36)) obtained in the section on
cubic lks|f ‘t > tlie cubic first integral is denoted by the sixth order results
1.4.6 Higher order fos/integrals 0 1
In § 1.4.3 it was shown that the nearest neighbour potential with v(z) =  z~2, is 
superintegrable. The generalization
v(—2y) +  v(y/3 -j- y) +  i>(-\/3 +  y), with
, (1.4,6,7)
■) '! O . £t ■
3 r.' ' "" ■ . , ' " ' "
is integrable with a sixth order first integral Q/Vojciechowski 1983, Adler 1977). Denote 
the cubic first integral for V  when a =  0 by I3(pxipy,x, y). Then the sixth order first
integral for (1.4.6.7) is ,
° ’ ' ° ,'\
I  ** 4Cp# +  +i*V,x,V%(Px  ~  ia*iPy -  V)» (1.4,5.8)
This system is superintegrable since it is of the form (1.4.3.24).
A class of superintegrable models was found in (Thompson 1984b), Systems of the form
B ~ l ( p l + p D  +  V ( ,x -y ) ,  (1.4.6.9)
were considered. They already have the first integral I  =  px py. Thompson found 
that a higher order invariant existed if V had the form
\ V =  ( x ~ y ) - 2a, (1,4.6,10)
where a =  1/(2&H-1)5 k — 0,1, 2,,.. , This result may be generalized for arbitrary a, If 
the co-ordinates are rotated so that
% '
V -  aT80, (1.4.6.11)
a first integral is given by '
/
"" ;>«*“ "
(«t2 +  2)<1“ a^ aadu ~ ay(pl +  2ar2fl)<1+“>/2(\ (1,4.6.12)
1.5 Noether’s theorem
Another method to determine first integrals of dynamical systems is to use 'Noether’s 
theorem (Noether 1918). One of the versions of the theorem found in (Sarlet and 
Cantrijn 1981) is given here. Let
t ~ t  +  er(i, ?,•),
, (1.5.0.1)
5 ; +  <?,•),
be an infinitesimal point transformation. Here the subscript i refers to the different 
spatial co-ordinates. The transformed velocities are given by
<!•«•**)
For this transformation to leave the action integral of a system invariant up to a gauge 
tehn it must be such that
J *  l  <*«--= I *  i m
+ ‘ j  J (< ))*  +  0(e2),
where [il5 i2] is any submterval of the interval [a, b] on which q(t) is defined. This will 
only be the case if
£  ( m ,  m <  = m  m ,  m ) + ( * .  m + ci.5.0.3)
To first order in e the Ins may be written as
rn  *\ . > dL , t . sdL , dL 
«»V  +  +  Kti
From the first order in a terms in the previous equation it is easily seen that
dL , dL . , dL df __..
T7>t +  W f i  *  a *  “  f t r )  +  L t = W  ( 1 -6 - ° '4 )
A few simple manipulations of this equation and use of the Euler-Lagrange equations 
give
from which it is easily deduced that
X
I  —  f (1,5.0.6)
is ail integral.
Infinitesimal transformations of the form (1.5,0.1) are called Noethcr-transformations of 
L if they satisfy (1.5.0.4) and to each corresponds a first integral of the form (1,5.0 6).
Consider the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator with Lagrangian >
" \  L 
Equation (1,5.0.4) becomes
(1.5.0,7)
(1.5.0,8)
0"
Separation by Coefficients of powers of q yields:
dr 1 9r „
« ‘ ~ d i + 2 d j  =  ° ’
£r. 4 .1 -  n 
dq “  dt +  2 dt “  ’
_  1 n 2 —  -  
dt ¥  dq -  dq'
1 „ * ? L  d f  
“  2 dt dt
(1.5.0,9a)
(1.5.0.9&)
(1.5.0.9c)
(1.5.0,9d)
which yield the solutions
T — A +  J? sin(2i) +  C  cos(2i),
£ =  [i? cos(2i) — C sin(2i)]g +  D sin(i) 4- Gcos(i),
(1.5.0.10a)
(1.5.0,106)
” ■ / )(/
where the constants are arbitrary. By choosing each constant equal to unity in turn, 
whilst the others are set at zero, gives the following Noether-transformations and the
<! =# +  £, q x  = q ,
'  I 0 1
.  = “ ( < p + a ,
0.
corresponding first integrals
&
ft2 —t Jr esm(2t), q2 == g -f  eg cos(2i), 
■T2 =  |(g2 *- g2) sin(2t) -  gg cos(2<), 
f3 =  £ 4* £ cos(2i), ?3 =  g - eg si:
I n n
4  =  “  3 ) cos(2*) +  ggsin(2i),
*4 = *, g4 -  ? +  ««&(*)»
'/■
4  s=- g cos(i) — g sin(£),
. . ° o "
h - t i  ?5 = g  +  €COs(i),
Jg =  g sin(i) +  g cos(<).
(1.5.0.12.1.a)
(1.5.0.12.1.6)
(1.5.0.12.2.a)
(1.5.0.12/2.6)
(1.5.0.l2.3.a)
(1.5.0.12.3.6) W
(1.5.0.12.4.a)
^1,5.0,12.4.6)
(l iS l2 .S .a )
(1.5.0.12.5.6)
I7 /,''"if in (1.5.0.1) f  mid £' are allowed to depend on velocity, i.e. 
° ■„ t =  t 4- er(i,g, g),
the equations determining the Noether-transformations are (Sarlet and Cantrijn 1981)
(1.5,0.13)
r  9 r  d £ / d $ i _ _  •
+<4  U %  " * « # /
‘fvi
=6,
a ;, '
r “ + f . 9 £  +  £ ^  +  A .® lNi +  
at + £ is ^ +  v®< ?% J
(1.5.0,14.a)
ar_
2^,-
4. « 1 a , 
d i  d q f 3 A '
dr . dt 
dt + q j dq’j (1.5.0.14.6)
. , ' . ‘ " 9> ^  .
, The first integrals are again given by (1.5.0.6). If the complete solution to th&,equations
(1<5,0,14) can be found, all the first integrals of a system can be determined^ It is
generally not possible to make progress with the solution of (1,5.0.14) and tfce precise 
nature of the velocity dependence of r  arid the £’s must be made.
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1.6 The Lax-pair method o
This method consists of finding two n X n matrices L and B  so that the equations of 
motion are given by
&L
dt [l ,B ] =  L B - B L .
■ . .. ' u " ■ ■ , ■ ' .. .
The first integrals of the system are then given by the coeficients of 7m in the expansion 
of det(£ — 71) or alternatively by tr(X*)(& — 1,2,...) where tr stands for the trace, 
As an example consider Euler’s equations of motion for a rigid body in the absence of 
torque (Steeb 1990) °
r, 9l “  (^3 ~
?2 =  (Ai ~ h)%<h, 
4 z ~ { ^
= 1 ” * '' ‘ ’ o ■
A tax representation of this problem is given by
\
where
XL
(£,, A£J,
o
““ 93 #2 
9a 0 - ? i  I > 
“?2 9i 0 /
0 ~ ^ 3 ?3  ^2^2 \
0 -A 1?1 
■^ 2?2 ^l9l 0 /
From this Lax pair the first integral
/ - S i  +92 + 4
is obtained* o
(1.6.2)
(1.6.3)
(1.6.4)
(1.C.5)
This method has been used with*success (Calogero 1975, Moser 1975), but it has the 
drawback that there is no systematic way of finding L and B. '
' ' ' ® • .
-  ° ' ,  . o  1 : ; '
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CHAPTER II; CONFIGURATIONAL INVARIANTS
2tl  Introducfcioi? v)
. '' .. ^  • O
First integrals are useful in the solution of differential equations as was pointed out 
in the previous chapter. If, however, the system is non-integrable it will not possess 
sufficient first integrals to solve the problem. In such a case one may look at special 
cases of the problem to determine whether they are solvable.
rfA 0 0 n
................ . \ " ' « \ ' .
A natural way of restricting pr reducing the system is to consider it on a hypersurface
. \ _ . , . 0 ■ ! . 
of phase space defined by I  where J is a first integral of the system and C is a
fixed value. Under thesef restrictions it may be possible to find further first integrals
of the reduced system. These first integrals will, however, not be first integrals of the
original system. They have been given the name configurational invariants.
Configurational invariants were first introduced t>y L. S. Hall in 1982 (Hall 1983). 
His attempts to explain the existence Of a certain class of axially symmetric 
magnetohydrodynamic reversed-field equilibria led him to the idea.
' ' 12.2 Configurational invariants and aweak form of complete integrabllty
. C, , '\ . ^  -
The following formal definition of a configurational invariant was first given in (Sarlet 
et al. 1985).. " £
° . ■ 
be a dynamical l^stenl. Suppose that < iv,
' ':  " ' ’ #  '“ (2.2.2)
.  ' ■,.* -  . V '  ;. ' f!'$ ■ 1 . 
is a first integral of the system, e.g. energy, then its total time derivative must be equal
. ! “ 1 .to zero: „■ ' , h ■ . ■'
(2.2.1) may be rewritten as 1
 ^ . .
. ® = / ! ( « ,  y, a,
=  / , ( ! ,  (2.2.4)
■ HI ' ' ' .
= i/ ~  <t>(x, yrx,E ),\
'V  ' '' .. "
where the parameter E  replaces y as a variable, if we choose the value of E, say 
then we are only looking at the class of systems with solutions confined to the 
hypersurface
, 0  , /  , W x t V t * i V )  =  E o
g 0 9
in phase space. The corresponding dynamical system is 
^ 1 , * =  / i
o
“ . , (2.2.5)
y =  E0),. „
Definition 8: a ’
A function J =  ./(#,?/, i:,#, t) is said to be configurational invariant of the original 
systern (2*{Vt) tort' the first integral (%2$j .if its restriction to the surface E  =  E0 
, uamely ' ••' 1 - - . ' ■
=  j((a;,y, a, »,£?„),*), (2.2.6)
is a first integral of the reduced system above. v
Clearly a first integral is always a configurational invariant, but configurational 
" invariants are not always first integrals. To illustrate the concept' of a configurational 
invariant consider the following example considered by Sarlet et al..
\ " ’ ' - 
Let. ' .
. .  \  : ' ■
\ (2.2.7)
t- X .. n . dV K J\ y =  —MX —
■ \ * . o y  ’ ■
Where £2 eb^ d V  are functions of x and y, be a dynamical system. To find a linear first 
integral o f the form \
« \ : ' l . V \ ' ■ ^ ( - \ ■
i J(a\y,;c,y) =  S(x,y)x +  T(x,y)y +  K (x,y), (? 2.8)
// V "V ' . '
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I!
we must solve j  =  0, i.e.,
d s , fe s  , . .  ar ,o (O K  . .
' +  \ H  +  0* J *v a f v +  (  & r ~ Ta  125
+  ^  +  5n
w
dy ) * “ ('
Separating by coefficients of the different powers of x and y gives
? i - 0 M - a  ^ 4 . ^ - 0  
 ^ dx U’ dy ’ dy dx ~  *
O ^  -  Tft = 0, — ■ 4- SO =  0, S - -  + T~>  =  0. era dy &c %
The general solution to these equations is
,, V//= V(c(x2 ■j- y2) +  ay +  bx'),
=  ti(c(x2 +  y2) 4- fly 4- H;),
\
iS =  —(2cy 4- a),
T ~  2cx +  6,
K  =  J  £l(u) dti +  rf,
where a, 6, c and d are arbitrary constants,
O '
The energy of this system,
E  las i ( i 2 4- y2) 4, V,
(2.2.9)
(2.2.10)
(2.2.11)
(2.2.12)
is a first integral. To find a configurational invariant J wrt E  o# the same form as J 
above let
f M m - ’v ) - * -
is
(2.2.13)
v - f  +  f )  + V ^ - v ) - * * ( 5 n  +
c> dy ~ dij 
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s.0.
c m
Separation by coefficients of different powers of x and y yields
dy *  dx ’
dK
dx ftT =  0,
< W _ d T  
dx dy
dK
dy +  sa  =  o, (2.2.15)
s d V ( ,dT  
- S d ^  +  2 ^E ° - V ) d ^
T f  =  0.
dy
This is a smaller set of equations than (2.2.10).
The solution to (2.2.15) as obtained by L. S. Hall is :
a = (
dK
drf
dt]
s = | '  T — » •
(2.2.16)
where <j> and K  are arbitrary functions of r\ which is any solution of Laplace’s equation. 
This is more general than the solution of (2.2.10).
Sarlet et al. found a particular solution to (2„2.15) which is given here. Let 0  =  0,
S =  x and T — y. All that is then needed for the equations to be solved is for K  to be 
equal to uero and for W  — (V — E0) to satisfy
dW dW  
x ^ ~  +  y ^ ~  +  2VT =  0. dydx
The general solution to this is
W =  a r 7 ( - )
(2.2.17)
(2.2.18)
—v.here /  is an arbitrary function. The corresponding system is
x =  x~3[2f +  yx~x f ] ,  
y =  - x ~ 3f ,
(2.2.19)
where the prime denotes differentiation of /  wrt its argument. This is a generalized 
Ermakov system (Ray and Reid 1982). The energy is given by
and J is given by
J =  xx +  yy. (2.2.21)
Now
J =  2E0,
which is zero only whea E0 =  0. Thus J is a configurational invariant of the system 
above on the hypersurface E  =  0. Note that a first integral is always a configurational 
invariant since its time derivative is always zero. Here configurational invariant? that 
are also first integrals are referred to as trivial configurational invariants.
A weak form of complete integrability
Consider a Hamiltonian system with n degrees of freedom with Hamiltonian
H — (2.2.22)
Here boldface is used to indicate vectors. Suppose that the system has a first integral 
$ n and n — 1 corresponding configurational invariants a == l,n  — 1. One may 
assume that the constant value of <I?n is zero since by adding the appropriate constant 
to $>n one obtains another first integral the constant value of which is zero. Suppose that 
these configurational invariants together with the first integral are in weak involution, 
by which is meant
^oU„=o =  °» o! =  l , n ~ 1, (2.2.23)
[$;>$j]|<sn=o =  °» *»■* = 1>n- (2.2.24)
(Here and in the sequel the subscript PB has been omitted for reasons of clarity.)
In the following Greek indices run from 1 to n ~  1 and Homan indices run from 1 to n. 
The summation convention over repeated indf.ces applies.
Introduce functions F{ defined by
^  = (2.2.28)
where the aa 's are arbitrary constants. Assuming that the Jacobian (d^Jdp-) — 
{dFJdp-) is nonsingular in a neighbourhood of the region o f interest we can locally 
solve the relations Fi — 0 for the momenta p  • :
Pi =  / i f o W .  (2.2.26)
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Since the F^s are configurational invariants, they satisfy the relation
% „ = „  =  0 (2-2-28)
and the following is also true
* iU o  =  0, (2.2.29)
where F  =  0 means F- =  0 for i — 1, n. In view of (2.2.23)-(2.2.24) the i7”s must satisfy
i.e.,
\T?. E\1 i =  l . n- (2-2-30)
To obtain the final result two lemmas are necessary. 
Lemma 1:
( i ^ ] U „ = 0  •*=»■ [Gjt Gj] =  0. (2.2.31)
Proof.
From the definition of the G^s it is easy to show that
= 0  (2.2.32)
The Ihs of (2.2.31) when expanded is:
W .-t y lr -  =  (2-2-33)
Talcing the derivatives of the identities iri(q)/ ( q )i ) )0  ~  0 wr  ^Ql yields :
^ ( q, / (q, i) ,t )+ g ( _ ) | i = 0 .  (2.2.34)
Replacing 8F / t e r m s  in the expression above gives
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The result (2.2.31) now follows from (2.2.32) and the regularity of dFjdpk, 
Lemma 2:
.. //
(2.2.36)
The expression
1 * I ^ =0 y d t ^ d q j d p j  dP jdq^ 
may be rewritten using (2.2.34) and the analogous identity
■ +  f ( - ) f  =  o.
p=/(g.t)
It then becomes
=
dFt ( Bfj , 3 fj  9H  , SH
..... +  -Z--- o--- +
or
d p j\ d t  dqk dPk dqj 
i IF — 0 =  /(?>*)» *)(^ilG=o)‘
p=f(q,t)
(2.2.37)
(2.2.38)
(2.2.39)
(2.2.40)
The lemma follows.
Since the F ’s satisfy (2.2.<'l0), it follows from Lemma 1 thilt the / ’s satisfy (2.2.31). 
Equation (2.2.29) with Lemma 2 gives
Using (2.2.31) in this equation yields
dt dqj ’
(2.2.41)
(2.2.42)
where H ^ ^ a )  == H{q,f(q,t),t). Equations (2.2.31) and (2.2.42) indicate the 
existence of a function W  such that
dW
f i - Tq-
dW
dt
Define n — 1 new functions Ia(q,t,a) by
dW
da„ ‘
(2.2.43)
(2.2.44)
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which is zero in view of (2.2.43). Thus r„ I additional invariants have been constructed 
and the following “weak complete integrabj’ity” theorem has been proved.
Theorem 7:
Let £T(q, p ,t)  be a Hamiltonian of an n-dimensional Hamiltonian system. Assume that 
a first integral and n—1 associated configurational invariants are known. Suppose
a
further that they are in weak involution in the s^sse o f (2.2.24). Then there exist n — 1 
additional configurational invariants Ia so that the integration of the system along the 
hypersurface =  0 reduces to solving a single first order differencial equation.
2.3 First search for configurational invariants
The first search for configurational invariants was made by (Hall 1983) and his work is 
now reviewed.
Dynamical systems of the following form were considered
(“ 1
y -  Ux d y '
where both £l(x,y) and V (x ,y)  depend upon position. The invariant was assumed to 
be a general polynomial '
N n
f(* t  y , x > y ) - Y j Y j A nrn(xiy )x my n~m- (2-3-2)
J (( n=Q m=0I;
The energy integral is given by
E  =  +  f )  +  V,
which suggests the following change of variables
' '  jj
x =  u y — u sin(7), (2.3.3)
where u2 =  2(E0 — V). Now I  can be written as
" I i
J ( s , ® , y) =  ~^C0 +  2J[C?„ cos(717) +  Sn sin(n7 )], (2.3.4)
n==l
where Sn and Cn are functions of x and y and
Sn =  0 for n < 0 or for n >  N  4-1,
Cn =  0 for n <  — 1 or for n >  N  -j-1*
The totil time derivative of J is
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-h gy V“  ' “  dx ,
“ u” n (wl+nc,n+i) +  ( « 1+n^B+.t)' sin(n7 ) } ,  (2.3.5)
)\ . t . , 
where V  has been written ?’fo «  and 7  has been replaced by
j  =  u~1 (y  c o s ( t ’)  — s sin(/y))
- f t - u ^ _c 0 8 (7 )- - g j- s m (7 )J . (2.3.6)
For %  to be zero the coefficients of cos(n7 j and sin(n7) must vanish except for sin(07).
This yields 2 N + S  equations in 2iV"-f3 unknowns ; Cn for 0 <  «  <  N  Sn for 1 < n <  N ,
(j !'
u and Cl. ,
By introducing the function 
and the operators
+is„)
a . . e
dx 1dy'
the equations obtained by separating (2.3.5) may be written as
’ V ^ n - i  + “2niQFn +  u~2n v  (u2M+2JPn+1) =  0, 1 < n < N ,
, ' 0!
=  0.
v. " 1'
ImdvCiw2^ ) ]  =  0, V,
0.
(2.3.7)
(2.3.8)
(2.3.9.C)
(2.3.9.6) 
(2.3.9.c)
(2.3.9 .<*)
r
From the last condition it follows that jF# is an analytic furiction for any value of N . 
The necessary and sufficient condition for a configurational invariant to exist is that a
. C \  t
solution to equations (2,3.9) exists.
There are more convenient variables to use than the present oneo. They may be obtained 
as follows. Let G be an analytic function such tLti
Gn
F n ~ ~ N ~ ‘ (2.3.10)
A conformal transformation may be defined from the complex variable z =  x -f- iy to 
the complex variable £ =  £ +  irj by
dz =  GdC, (2.3.11)
The differential operators corresponding to V  and y *  defined previously are
n  _  _  d . d _ . d  
v  ae l dr) ac
and
Define A„, J3 and T  as follows
(2.3.13)
A n =  G - nF n =  u~nG ~n(Cn +  iSn) 
P =  2 GG*Sl,
T  «  2GG*u2 =  2GG*(E0 -  V).
(2.3.14.a) 
(2.3.14.6) 
(2.3.14,e)
Equations (2.3.9) transform to
Jr nif3\n +  T " nJD(!Tn+1An+1) =  0, I < n <  N , (2.3.15.a)
Im(A0) =  0, (2.3.15.6)
C ) Im[D(iTA,)] =  0, (2.3.15.c)
where XN =  l /N  and AN+1 *=t 0.
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Notice that XN =  1 /N  has replaced FN thereby greatly simplifying the calculations to 
solve (2.3.9.a). The configurational invariant takes the form
•: +  Re j  • ' (M -18)
For nonzero fi equations (2.3.15) are difficult to solve. Therefore only the case f2 — 0 
will be considered further. Firstly the conditions for the existence of a configurational 
invariant will be reduced to a single equation for the cases N  =  1,4 and then a few 
examples obtained using these results.
When (2 =  0 equations (2.3.15.a) decouple :
D*Au_2 +  T 1-rtD(T"An) =  0, I <  n <  N. (2.3.17)
J?or n — N  this becomes
D*A^_2 + D T  =  0.
Integrating this wrt (* gives
■V -2 =  -  f  0 (T )d C  +  Atf_3(0 ,  (2.3.18)
where A ^ _2(£) is any analytic function of (.
Let
V> =  DD*(T), (2.3.19)
then
V *  =  -  /  DJD V  +  A „_ ,(C ),
i.e.
Ak -2 =  - D 21& +  Aw. 2(C). (2.3.20)
Since An _^2 ^ 311 analytic function of C, D*AAr_ 2 =  0 and therefore DD+AiV_ 2 =  0. 
Consequently $  =  ^ 4* A^_2 will also be a solution of (2.3.19) and A N_2 may be 
absorbed into ip giving
Ajv_2 =  - D 20. (2.3.21)
Then
\n „ 2 ~ ~ X + « Y >  (2.3.22)
. • ..  ^ > ■ 0 - 
wh<>re 0 ' J -
' f  . - A  \  :  * • « .
For the cases N  == 1,4 the conditions for the existence of a configurational invariant 
will now be reduced to one equation for each case for the unknown function if>, 0
Case N = l: " =. ’ ' ’ , r ^
J I'? ' ■
Sines Ax =  1, (2.3.15.c) becomes i
r  a
O ^ "0
O - dT
n = o,
, d , 
d£ drf
g( -  0 , , /  ((2.3.24)
or equivalently
f |  =  0. , (2.3.25)
. . .  . - • 1 - .
The functions ip or T  must satisfy the respective constraints above for a configurational
invariant to exist. y 1 '
Case N=2: "
In this case (2.3.21) is C)
A0 — —D2^. (2.3.26)
According to (2,3,15.b) Im(A0) =  0 therefore simplifying the previous Equation. The
■ .
equation to determine ?/> is
v: a2v>
d£dri
0. (2.3.27)
Case N^3: . ■ 1
In this case Ax can be obtained from (2.3.22) above. Substituting this into (2.3.15.c)
yields ,
’ o  (2.3.X5.c)
ft*
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Rewritten in terras of ^ this is , \
d2ij) dz$  ^ d2ip |
* +  2-
d p  a e * .. d tf  j d & f  „
a y  /  a * y >  ( 2  3 2 9 )
J d£dr} \d£3di] f  'drj*J ( ‘ ' '
In general for odd N  (2.3.X5.c) is the determining equation for ij). Since XN =  
one can use equation (2.3.1?) to determine Ans_2 ito Xn and lienee ultimately
" i;' w ' 1 •
iio XN and ^ untirH — 2 =  1. At this point the Condition (2.3.l5.c) is aj^Jed aiig. a 
equation only containing the unknown ij) obtained. 1
• • ''' *? • ■ • ■ O ' ‘
•, . . . .  - • 0  ^  .
(, , . 1 • . . o  '
' Case N=4: ■ ■
By setting n == 2 in equation (2.3.17), writing A2° =  Ajf +  iX% and setting both the real 
and imaginary parts equal to zero the following is obtained c ° ®
• » „ *  8 \ l _  (  ST  R o r  ,  x  o .\ f ^  d x ’ \
- W " W ~ ~ { s t ^ + W i W + W ) ’  (  }
a>-o , s x l -  m  R a x f ,
s r +w ~  2w t  w  « r  W , ,  » ( >
* ° o' . " '
Differentiating the two equations so as to obtain (d2X$/dxdy) and then eliminating it 
from them gives ^
where the condition Aq — 0 has been used.
This is the equation determining ip wheii N  is even since equation (2.3,17) may Ibe , 
repeatedly solved for An_2 and ^ until n =  4,,and the result substituted itiio
the determining equation above. Thus for N  =  4, t/> musfj satisfy ,
a f  dH a3v» a2^  \
dt \atck} d(? +  a ?  d ? d Vl)  $
i) Third order „ v (•
. V <• ‘ ■- O " . ' ■ . i.  ^ .
Since the equation for ^ to exist for a third order configurational invariant is difficult 
to solve choose “ „ , " '
■ • - ^  =  #(>,) +  /(?) j(ij), : (2.3.34)
d r ' c . ‘ '
' .3  ^ r> , O r,
where B , f  and g are still to bedetermined. The equation for i/; becomes
• O I- - O’ ,J ° . ‘ 1
Examples; ,, ' ;
y }  - o .
where the superscripts in parentheses denote the order of the derivative. Let o 1 
j? =  a +  - (£  — £0)2 and# be the solution to *
?!■. </(l)<7(3) +  2(</(2))2 «  0. (2,3.36)
Tlien g =  K  +  <$(ty *- % )$ and t&e equation for ife becomes ° 0
’ V  0 0 1 « . 0
J j  { f fW fe t ty ]  m -4 * >  [ ( » « ) *  . (2.3.37)
. ■ - . ■ 0 . a V =: (> ■1 ^ " •' v ■'
It is easy to solve this equation, but the general solution is long and shall therefore be 
omitted,, Choosing G (of the transformation) to be a constant gives rise to the following 
algebraic potential 5
9\
V m  K q -h ~<wx(yff0) “ 2/ 4 +  | (y  -  y0)V* +  | « (y  -  -  %)• (2.3,38)
If /  is chosen as before and g is chosen as g =s. eA,?, where A is a constant, then■ ' ' ■ • .. ' '' o ■'
° *- B e ^  -  (Ct e ^  +  a , e ^ A«)eA*. c, ' (2,3,39)
With A =s 2 and appropriate values for the other constants the corresponding potential 
is a Toda-type potential (Hall 1983): ,;1
V » { e( W*v®0 +  e(4 fv & 0  +  eM t  j  _  (2.3,40)
"'The ctirrosponding ccm figurational invariant is „ ' «
"  X 3  * *  $ £ ( » 2  -  $ f )  +  ( »  +  v f ^ ) e < 2 » “ 2 ^ )  ^  J
V ' - , ; / " ' : f «■ „ (2,3,41)
+  (£ ™ ~  2x e ^ K
ii) Fourth order °
Let o ' ■ 0 r " ' - 1
■ 0 ' U ^ m + H W  +  fiQri- , , ■ (2.3.42)
The equation for determining fy when JV =  4 now requires that ,, a
For G =  constant the, potential has the f6rm
and ',r . ■ 1 , 1
r ' 1 *4 i /1  2 | i J \ >2 4 3 . , 1  ^ ^ 4
“  ’5'®“ +  C j* +  Sf) ® "* q'B “*y +  T® — q » 1 /• " () 4 . 0 rf O *x O
8 » 16
Kd i d ?  ^  s ?  a e J I a‘  dn4 ■ . ■ / ' .
F == |(s2 -j- 16t/2) +  4s2y +  y y 3 ' (2.3.44)
'(2.3.45)
2.4 Further work on configurational invariants
In this section results obtained by (Hieiarinta 1987) for configurational invariants 
are discussed. Transformations are introduced which transform integrable systems to 
systems of which the integrability can only be garanteed at zero energy. These results 
can, be applied in an anologous way to find systems integrable at fixed values of other 
first integrals. Here the fixed value of the energy will be taken as zero for simplicity.
Consider a Hamiltonian of the form
H  =  ± ( p l + p l )  +  V (k ,y). (2.4.1)
The transformation
a =  W( X , n  P* =  (v y P x  ~  V x P y ) / D ,
(2.4.2)
y ^ v ( X ,Y ) ,  py =  (~uYP x  +  ux P y ) /^ i  
where D  — ux Vy — UyVX> is canonical if s
ux uY +  vx vY “  0,
4  +  4  =  UY +  Vy #  0 (2.4.3)
and then the form of the Hamiltonian will remain unchanged except for a term 
multiplying the kinetic energy term. The solution to these equations is
UX  =  uy  =  ~'vX i  (2*4.4)
(the complex conjutate form of these is also a solution). These are the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations which characterize analycity. Therefore, if u =  R e(f(Z )) and v =  Im (/(2 )), 
where /  is a analytic function of % =  X  H- iY , then u and v will satisfy (2.4.4). The 
transformed Hamiltonian is
■ ■ffl =  | l / '® r 2( ^ + A 5 )  +  l/ (He(/(Z)),Iffl(/(^))). (2.4.5)a ‘
r\ ,
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o
a
Theorem 8:
The system with Hamiltonian
■*> =  + *?•)+ ' j x z ) f v ( M f m , (2.4.6)
a
■S>
0 '
is integrable at zero energy. « ' ^
■ '. ..n . "  'j •
Proof.
Note that th6 phase space variables of the System H v in (2.4.5) and H 2 are the same. 
Denote the rate of change of these variables as determined from H1 and H2 by a ,dot0 
above the variable and & prime respectively. For H 1 Hamilton’s equations of motion Vi 
give ■ ? ’
t = p x \ i r \  p x  ~  < , p k + ^ M ’ r 3 % F \ f '  8 V
.. -
d X ‘
(2.4.7)
Analogous expressions may be obtained for Y  and PY . For H2 Hamilton’s equations 
are
//
e r/i2 W
d X ox (2.4.8) ,,
Since energy is zero, V  may be found from II2 — 0 for, from (2.4,6),
Pjf =  ~ 2 [/'
-  W
In view of (2.4.7) this reduces to
- “ (p * + pv ) i / ' r 2 dx]J] { ax
dX
(2.4,9)
Y e and P y  have similar expressions.
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Let I ( X ,Y tP x ,P f )  be a first integral of the integrable system 23j, then I  is a
configurational invariant of i f 2: ://
V' + i  J t L p  ± J L P '
a x  a r  + apx  x  + a i v Y J5*?0 0
l /T
i
0.
3 I ,X  +  S ; Y +  4 ^ P X +  J r - J V
Y
Thus ,ff2 is integrable at zero siiergy. '
UJ
/?
0
As an illustration consider the potential V  — ax2 +  by2. Let f  Tt(m V becomes
vvi O
V' =  4[a®6 4- (46 a)xiy2 4  (46 — a)a:2y4 4* ay6], (2.4.10)
is only known to be integrable when a «  46, 6 =  4a or a =  6. For all <^ )her values 
of a and 6 the system must at least be integrable at zero energy, For a == 1 and fc — —1 
it was found that the system possessed the following configurational invariant
(2.4.11)
fc-lx* — y*) 2xyxy 8(x6 — 2x4y2 4 -5x2y4) 
1 — — rrs---- ............. .rg 4....... .............  ” “(x2 +  y2 )2 (a?2 +  y2)2 (x2 4s V2)
Application o f Ziglin’s theorem (Yoshida 1987) to this system showed that it is non- 
integrable. > ,
As another example consider the transformation represented by /  ^  Z N applied to the 
integrable potential V  == a 4* b/r. If iV — —1 and N  =  —2 respectively, the following 
two integrable potentials are obtained
V  =  6r“"3 4- <zr“ *, V  — hr*“* 4* dr~6. (2.4.12)
A relationship between polynomial and Toda-type potentials can be established using 
the transformation (2.4.2). When /  =  e^the^ystein
■ '  O f f - f f r i + j } )  +  W 0M 0.
' . \  7 - 0
Where W  is ^ polynomial in % and %  transforms to
■ „ i! ■
. !/•. . . <i \ . s r . , . / y j . j y  > s r -m  1.
(2.4,13)
2 ’ J 2 
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where W  is now a Toda-type potential. •
/  ■ t)
On the other hand starting from a two term Toda-type potential
, . V  =* eax(eb« +  ecy) ° »  (2.4.15)
and applying the transformation defined' by /  =  log(z) which in poisu- co-ordinates 
ij !- 
becomes a; =  hg(r% y  =s 0, gives the potential ' '
„ f '  =  r“^‘(elsH-ec‘’> . j (2,4.16)
. . .  . /  ‘ . s '  . .  I 0If b ~  im  and c =  in where a, m and n are suitable integers, V  is a polynomial in | 
cartesian co-ordinates. ,
Comolexification of the transformations \
Under the transicirmation //
z  sr (a; i f  i y ) V 2, p z  s* ( p z  -  i p
p ‘J.
W =  i y ) \ / 2 , P u, =  ( p x 4- i py w ~  V’4' *{// v Vvs ~  \rg * y j
(2.4.1) becomes „ ' . ; J
& K  =  PzPw +  V (z  ,u»). (2.4.IS)
" . j   ^'
When working at zero energy one uses the zero-energy condition to eliminate one of 
the momenta or some other variable in the energy function* Now solving for* one of the 
momenta from the zero-energy condition »
0 , (2.4.19)
does not give square roots SjjWuld have been the case for a system of the form (2.4.1), 
making this a convenient tranformation. The transformation does not really complicate 
the potential since it is linear* „ jl
' . • i n '
‘ ' 4 '■ - !' ' " ’  ^ °f'1  ^ 'The analogue of (2.4.2) in these co-ordinates is
:| n u _ 0 ]
j u * »  R(Z), P, =  P?,IIS(Z), \
* , m - S t J t h  P w /f f lW ) . a ^  ^
The tranformed Hamiltonian is o '' , • Q * ”O
; K< *= [PZPW +  R '{Z )S ,(W )U {R {Z l S(W ))]/{R '{Z )S '(W )}. (2.4.21) 
Multiplying through by R '(Z )S '(W ) gives
° . 0 X* m P W +  &(Z)SXW)tr(B(Z), S(W )% ■ ( i 4.22)
which will be integrable at zero energy* To retain the reality of the potential it is 
necessary that S '(W ) ~  R'(Z)*.
. ' o0
Some* Applications o f these Results c,
Suppose that J is a configurational invariant even in the momenta. Then I  may be 
written in the form
N ‘ M ' "
1 ~  S  P2zne(2n> s>w) +  e(°! ziw) +  X /  P w M -2” ; ^  w)- (2.4.23)
° n=l ' n=l' O' .. ' ■ .’1
Setting the total time derivative of I  equal to zero, applying the^ero-energy condition 
to eliminate terms of the form pwp2zn and separating by coefficients of different powers
of pg and pw yields’ "o , ■
u , ....... u ' \ v\ ■.
~ e ( 2 n  — 1) == V  ^ e (2 n )  +  2 +  1, (2.4.24.a)
r ~ e ( —2n +  1 )= = V ~ —e(--2ri) +  2n~Je(~2n), n at 1, M ' f  (2.4.24.6) 
Here it is assumed that e(2n) =  0 for n >  N  or n <  —M .
If the configurational invariant is odd, it may be written as ,
„ N M ” '
J -  Y . p2zn+1e(2n 4-1; z, up +  Y  pjn~hle(~2n -  % z, w) (2.4.25)
n=0 rtifeO
and the equations for the functions e are ■.
“ e(2n ~ 1) — V-^ e(2n +1) +  (2n +  1) ^ e(2n  +1), (2.4.26.a)
For small values o f N  and M  equations (2.4,24) and (2.4.25) may easily be simplified, 
Consider "a linear configurational invariant of the form (2.4.25). The solution to 
(2.4.26.a,b) is e(l)  =  f(z ), e(—1) =  g(w)', The transformation (2.4.20) may be used,
with a possible reflection, to give e(l) =  1 and e ( - 1} =  1 or 0. The remaining equation
(2.4.27)
has the solution V  — U(w) i f  e (-^ l)^  0 or V =  XJ(z — w) if e (~l)  =  1.
For a quadf&tic configurational invariant of the form (2.4.23) the leading coefficients 
may be chosen just as before, viz. e(2) =  1 and 0(—2) *=: 1 or 0. The integrability 
condition tbr e(0) is 4 '
“  d 'u  L , °
t- e ( -2 )-^ -3* =  0. , j  " - (2.4.28)
■with the solution U =* zf(w )+g(w ) if e(-?2)=Q and U ts f (z + iw )+ g (z —iw) if e(—2) =  1,
ft ■ 'if " ' <■<, °
• • p J , ' L , • ; , '.For a cubic configurational inViiriant of the form'(2,4,25) the leading coefficients are
chosen as previously. Equations (2.4.26) become
a ,.dv a , n&u , ns
dive^ ~ 6 d z \ > a / ( 1) =  3 au;e( 3)’ (2.4.29.a)
(2.4.29.6)
To simplify' these equations an auxilary function W , defined by
d *w
$ U ^ dzdw' ,
is introduced and equations (2.4.29.a) can now be integrated I
3(1)== 3-
d2W
w
i
cv
s determined from (2.4.29.b):
a fd2wa2w\ , a (d2w d2w\
a~2 I + ^ - V 9w \dz8w dw2 J ~dz \dzdw dz  J
il -
For quartic configurational invariants
(2,4.30)
(2,4,31)
(2.4.32)
and from the integrability condition for e(0)
- ' °  ' "  "
9 ( d*W  d2W  ■ "  d* W \ ( \\ 9 ( d*W  6*W  d*W \ _  Q
dz V dz3 dzdm dz2dw dz2 j  6 dw \ dw3 dzdw “ dzdw2 dw2 )  '
• " , " ■ (2.4.3!)
Tjhfese results are equivalent to those found by (Hall 1983), discussed in § 2.3 above.
/ “ J - if
The transformation infcxod®ed in tliis section to find systemS'lntegrable at zero energy
,|s interesting. It m  easier to implement than the direct method since there are no o
differential equations to* solve. However, it is less systematic since it is up to the0 '' .
individual to decide what Hamiltonian co begin with and what transformation to use.
 ^  ^ n
The complexification of the co-ordinat CT follows' nat urally from the two-dimensional 
problems being considered since they possess the “natural” kinetic energy which gives 
rise to Laplace’s equation, when the zero-energy condition is imposed. The solution
■ r  <■ i.  ^ °contains fcSe-complex co-ordinates u and u.
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CHAPTER III: CONFIGURATIONAL INVARIANTS POLYNOMIAL IN  
THE MOMENTA FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL POTENTIALS 
LINEAR IN THE MOMENTA
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter L. S. Hall’s work on configurational invariants was discussed. 
He looked for polynomial configurational invariants for systems of the form
., n , dV
,. 0 . dVy =  - t t x  -  - z - .
,, „ Qy , -
Here slightly more general systems will be considered, specifically systems of the form 
|  tr" H  +  A (x,y)px +  JB(»,y)py +  F(®,y). (3.1.2)
o „
Hall (1983) found the general solution to the problem for configurational invariants 
linear in the momenta, but for quadratic configurational invariants the general solution 
is still unknown. For systems of the second type above the general solution has not
been found even for linear configurational invariants as a result of the Complexity of the
. .. - !-'i '% . ' 
problem. It was decided only to investigate the eidstence df configurational invariants
which are most quadratic, in the momenta, in this chapter. Here the approach adopted
in (Hietarinta 1987) is used. The constant Value of the energy is taken to be zero since
it is equivalent to consider the system B  at E  =  E0 and the system E  -  E 0 at E  =  0.
3.2 Configurational invariants linear hi the moment^.
For the simplification o f later calculations the Hamiltonian is written as
, a -  jK p fr M y + fr ,+ s )» i+ fn # ,* ) , (3.2.i)
where
. /  1 
Similarly the linear configurational invariant is written as
I  =* (px -f A)a(xty) -f (py +  i3f)v\(®, y) +  c{x, y). (3.2.2)
" ■ 69 ' '■ .
When separating /|£.__0 by coefficients of powers of (px +  A) and (py +  B )  the following 
set of equations is obtained.
da db 
dx ~  tyj ”  ° 5
da db _  
dy +  d i  "  ’
5c
5a:
dc
dy
bU =  0, 17
+  a!7 =  0,
_  a s
5y 5a; ’
0 5 6 T ; r r  ,  5 J T  ,  5 T ^ t  A
2-jr-W  +  -^ -a  -f- — b =  0. 
ay 5a; dy
The solutions to (3.2.3.1) and (3.2.3.2) axe
(3.2.3.1)
(3.2.3.2)
(3.2.3.3)
(3.2.3.4)
(3.2.3.5)
b =  b1(x +  iy) +  b2(x iy), 
a =  i(bt -  &2),
(3.2.4.1)
(3.2.4.2)
where b1 and b2 are axbitraiy functions of their arguments.
Using equations (3.2.3.3) and (3.2.3.4) the integrability condition on c may be expressed
as
dx
Let x +  iy — fi and x ~ i y  =  p. Then this equation becomes
db1 d62
d(l du J “  ' dpi '"i dv
( .  dU , dU\
( ^ i ~  “ ^2—  ) = 0 .
(3.2.5)
(3.2.6)
Since da/dx ~  db/dy, equation (3.2.3.5) may be rewritten as
( S + f ? ) w’
w , dw , d w . A
T / +  “r —a 4- -5—5 =  0. ox dy (3.2.7)
Thus [7 and W  must satisfy tthe same equation. To solve (3.2.6) or equivalently (3.2.7) 
assume a separation of variables, i.e.,
U =  /(/O flM *
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(3.2.8)
Then equation (3.2.6) becomes
fd b , d&2^
If /  ^  0 and g ^  0, division by them and rearrangement gives
, d A  1 / db2 , dg\ 
\ i i i f + i ^ )  =  g { i ^ g + i ^ )
The Ihs is only a function of fi and the rhs only a function of v. Therefore
1 / d  b, 
f
(3.2.9)
f
1 f  db2 , dg\ . (3.2.10.2)
where k is a constant. Division of (3.2.10.1) by bx and subsequent integration yields
d ln(l1) +  i - I n ( / )  =  i >
d/j, dfj,
and hence
/ = = i e/V M M
K
similarly
9
=  k f  k/b2di>
(3.2.11.1)
(3.2.11.2)
where lt and l2 are constants of integration.
If W  is assumed to have the same form as U, the solutions to U and W  are
JJ — U / l / M M * /  1/M ")
b.h2
■ppr _  w  c f c a ( /  1 / M / 1+ J  l / b 3 d u )  
bl b2 ’
(3.2.12.1)
(3.2.12.2)
where u, w ) kx and k2 are constants.
For this particular U equations (3.2.3.3) and (3.2.3.4) give
i/h-Av)
An
• ( / W W -
K ^ o, 
kL =  o.
(3.2.13.1)
(3.2.13.2)
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C
C
The only remaining equation to be solved is d A /d y — d B /dx =  U. To solve it and find 
a few examples of potentials several functional forms for b1 and b2 have been chosen 
below and the corresponding Hamiltonian and configurational invariant determined. In 
the following examples the arbitrary constants in U and W  above will be assigned the 
following values: — 0, k2 — 1, u =  1 and w — —1.
Let bx =  (x 4- iy)_1 and b2 =  (x — iy) -1 . then
U — x2 +  j/2. (3.2.14)
A solution to V  — d A /d y  — d B /d x  is
A  =  - y ( x 2 +  y2),
B  a  —~x(x  +  y ).
(3.2.15)
The corresponding Hamiltonian and configurational invariant axe
( p t + \y(.x2 + y 2) j  + ( p v -  ^®(®2 + y 2) j^
(3.2.16.1)
-  (a? +  y )e:2 ^ - y 2
and
2®
352+2/2 (3.2.16.2)
*2 ,.2 +  a; y .
Ths equations of motion of this system were numerically integrated using a Runge- 
ICutta-Merson method for various initial values. Two orbits obtained are given in figg 
1 and 2.
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-0.70 —0.35 0 .00
X
0.35
fig 1: An orbit of the system described by
3
I ! P* +  +  V2) )  +  (p v ~  jJ»(a:2 +  yz)
with initial conditions m =  0.0, y =  0,0, ,f =  -0 .1  and y «  0.3088612.
fig 2: An orbit of tl,\e system described by
1
I I  ~ ±  
< 2 Px +  | l / ( 4  +  V1) +  ( h  - +  y2) -  r*2
with initial conditions .* =  0,0, y =  10.0, x a  0.1 and y ^  0.0.
Ti
25 X

Xfig 4: An orbit for the system (Inscribed by
(ft , +  g»(»9 +  v ‘  f ) ‘  +  (>’,  -  |»(** +  / ) ’ )  *
1
II -  -J-4- y
w ith  initial conditiohs a: s  1.0, y =  —1.02, x  s= 0.0 and y — 0.0.
V
For bx ss (a; +  and b2 =  2 a possible solution few M  and I  is
(p* + \y(*2 + y2)2)  + (py -  jU(®2 + y2)2)  j
r, "
-  (®2 +  y2)2e2*{* '/* -y7) » °
* - £ (3,2,17.1)
and
l  = '  ( ? ,  +  g K C * 4  +  V J ) 2 )  S 3 ~ 5 «  +  ( p ,  - f  ^  +  y ' ) 2 )  - ( - 2  “  r l
C-<
^  j.2 X  2^^ 2
An orbit of this system is given in fig 3.
For =  {x *f iy)~z and b2 =  (a — iy)~3 a possible solution for E  and J is
(x2 +  y2)2 
 ^ (3.2.17.2)
H = \ (px + |y(»2 + z/2)3)  + (py - 1®(*2 + y2)3^
-  (rs2 + i / f e ^ 4^ 4^ 2- ^ 3^ ,
J*’ ,2V^  '  (x2 +  y2)3 ‘ 8(*I  “  I Px +  g
+ |(»*+y*)-8»V.
An orbit of this system is given in fig 4. 
For the choice bx — /z, b2 == v
(3.2.18.1)
)3)  k * * + sr) 10TW1
(3.2.18.2)
U
x2 -f y2 (3.2.19)
and
W « - l ,
A possible solution for A  and B  is
A  =  •—  arctan ( —)  2x \ x /
B  == —-7-  arctan ( — 
2y \ y
oThe Hamiltonian and corresponding configurational invariant are
+ r  I  “4- arCtan?, / —1 +  A t arctan2 8 I, s 2 \}\x/ y l
V
1,
/  =  -  2yp, +• 2xp, - 1  arctan ( | )  - 1  axctaa ^ )
+  ln(x2 +  y2).
(3.2.22.1)
(3.2.22.2)
A different approach to the solution of (3.2.6) is to look at the equations of its 
characteristics which axe given by a
-dtr d n du
[ U (dbjd[i-db2/du) b1
''' i; V) 
j These equations are difficult to solve so let
S') f ••
“ u bx =  np and b2 — uq.
Equations (3.2.23.a,b) then become
-d U____________  ^  d/i _  dv
U (p/iP_1 — q u p P  v* ‘
The equation (3.2.25.b) may be integrated to yield
fc==
(3.2.23.0,6)
(3.2.24)
(3.2.25.0,6)
(3.2.26)p - 1  5 - 1  
provided p 7^  1 and q ^  1. From (3.2.25.a)
-dZ7 (p^ - 1 +  gz>®_1) d/i 
U ~  ftP '
For the method of characteristics it is necessary to eliminate v  from this equation before 
integrating it. vq~x may be obtained from (3.2.26):
,  1
(3.2.27)
i/»" •((5 - l ) f e - ( 9 - l ) / ( p - l ) ^ ) ‘ 
Equation (^.^27) may now easily be integrated giving
(3*2.28)
L  =  Ufip
( p - l ) ^ p - 1 - l j (3*2.29)
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where is a constant. On replacing k by its expression in (3.2.26) L  becomes 
 ^ - =) . L =  Ufipu9, X ! , - -  ‘ (3.2.30)
where a constant factor has been absorbed into L. The solution, for U is therefore of
A' », ' ' 5 « " * 1 ' B ■ ,tn® form ., " . , 11 - .
, <3.2.31)
wh^|e F  is a arbitrary function o f k.
Now Equations (3,2.3.3)-j($.2.3,$) are still to be solved. The solulSm to (££3.5) is of 
the saW  iorpx as that obtained for (3.2,6) above. To solve (3.2.3.3) substitute forr Z7 
and change to the (fa u) variables: a
. 1Similarly |3,2,3,4) becomes 
- I  ^
\  • % - %  ^  -  °- < « * * >
The sum and difference of the two equations give respectively
|~ -  fx~pF  =  0 (3.2.34.1)
and
dc
0. (3.2.34,2)
The second terms of (3,2,34,1) and (3.2,34,2) are dF/djj, and dF/du  respectively 
therefore
c =s — I F  dk +  constant. (3.2,35)
■ Cl *
Now for 6^  == /j!p, b2 — pq with p ^  0 and q ^  0 the equations (3.2.3.1)-(3.2,3.5) are 
solved.
As an example consider the case F  =  k, p =  q == 2. Then
rr 2® .
* : ' ~  (®2 +  y2)3 ‘ (3.2,36)
From the definition of U
d A  dB 2x
X
fig 5: An orbit o f the system described by
1 /  -  '  2 
(P«-H as
X V + 6J V ,J 2{x ‘ -\y‘ Y )
2x
-f y2)3
with initial conditions a; s* 0.001, y ~  5,0, x =  0.001 and y =* -10,0.
otig 6: An dibit o f the system described by
M ( Px + (*« + 1/2)2)  + (P* ~ 2(®2 4-y2)2):
0
2m
(x2 4- y2)3
with initial co- 'Utious »  *= O.D, y  =*- “ 1.0, i  =  1.0 and y *=* 1.0,
fig 7: An orbit of the, system described by „
11 2x( ;, . 2 + | / 2 )3
with initial conditions x  =* 0.0, y  aa1'—1.0, £ ** 1.0 and y *  0.5.
r <L_
/
-"yer* m^i inri^aMniH) I rim Mliwinm|!ftil  M_
c>
<1o
A  and B  will satisfy this equation if
A  =
at
(a;2 +  y2)2
(3,2.37)
and
J l
B +2(®2 +  y2)2 (®2 + t/2)2 '
When the^same solution for W  as for V  is assumed, the Hamiltonian and configurational 
invariant axe given by
V .  i x  V i  ( „  _ j s ± i v2n
V *  (** +  j/2)27  v  * (* 2+ y3)2
■2® ' '■ " , ,
(x
I  ** - 4
+  y2)3 5 *
*v ( p* +  (®2 +  y2)2)  +  2^ 2 “  y2) +  (xM -j /2)2)  
[ — 2y +  2a;2y — a2 +  y2 — 2t/a)
($.2,39.1)
If in equations (3.2.!
Integration o f (3 Ji.2i
The general solution
(x2 4* |/2)2 *
Numerical integtati<j|n of this system yielded the orbits in figg 5-7.
5,a.b) p — 1 and q ^  1, then from (3.2,25.b)
° k =  ^ W / H ) ,  ,
>.a) yields /I'/
X =  ^ e('/l"V(7-D). 
o f 17 is of the form .
U =  F(fc)i/“ «e<l,l“ , /(i-? )).
(3.2.39,2)
1 and ? ss 1, t:ti6tt
(3.2.41)
(3.2,42)
k s= i/ps,
and
U  =  F{/xv). (3.2.45)
In all the examples given above W  was chosen to have the same form as Z7, but 
forms different to that of U could have been chosen for W , giving many other systems 
with configurational invariants. Even more systems may be found by finding different 
solutions to U s= d A /d y  *- dB /dx.
O  " :
11
3.3 Configurational invariants quadratic in the m om enta
Following the structure of the ansatz of (3.2.2) the ansatz for the quadratic 
configurational invariant is written as follows
(3.3.1}
I  =  d(x, y)(px 4> A )2 +  b{x> y)(px +  A)(py +  B)
+  c(®, y))(ps +  A) +  d(x, y)(py +  B ) +  / ( * ,  y), 
where the zero-energy condition has been used to eliminate the (py -f B )2 term.
The conditions for the existence o f a quadratic configurational invariant are
2^ w + w c + w d+2bUW=0’ ( 3 -3 ' 2 ' 1)
d f m ,
ay dx ox dy
Be dd __ n 
-  +  - + 2 a u  =  0,
Sc dd _  BA SB
& " ^ - 2 W  =  0' c, =  K " f e ’
^ + “ = 0 ,
d y ^ d x  ’
da db 
dx dy “
(3.3.2.2)
(3.3.2.3)
(3.3.2.4)
(3.3.2.5)
(3.3.2.6)
(3.3.2.7)
As usual the last two equations have the solution
a e= i(bx — &2), b =  bx b2,
where bx and b2 are arbitrary functions of their arguments.
(3.3.3)
To make use of the fact that bx and b2 are only functions of single arguments a 
transformation, to these variables, namely n — x iy and v =  x — iy, ia made. It 
is also convenient to replace c and d by hx ■- (c 4- id )/2 and h2 =  (c — id )/2. The 
remaining equations then become
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nummHTTr^ ^ “0 '
dW  dW  .— h2 _  d^h* w + ® h w  +
dp dv dp
-U W b 2 -  UWb1 =  0, 
d f . , d f .  d W  . dW
— K~i +  -z -i  +  2 -% -c i  
dv dp. dv
— ~b2 
dv 2
d W
dv h
aw, 
dp. 2
d W
dp
-{• Uh2 •{•Uh  ^ — 0,
J f  , 9 f  a w
+-7T +  a~ +  dv dp dv
A1
- 3 ^ - i b ,  +  2?2.zT^ -  2^P -iW  -  iUh2 +  iUh, =  0,td W ,, 
3/j
56,> 1 »T 
dp
dhv dh-,
J t ~ ^ - U h + Uh =  0,
S/ij 9/ij
3/4 <9z/
J762 -  =  0.
(3.3.4.1)
(3.3.4.2)
(3.3.4.3) 
(3.3..4.4) 
(3.3.4.5)
From equations (3.3.4.4) and (3.3.4,5) it is easily deduced that
/ix =  &i J  Udv +  r(p,),
h2 =  b2 J  Udfi +  s(//),
where r and s are arbiirary functions of their arguments.
By eliminating U from (3.3.4.1) and simplifying, (3.3.4,1) may be written as
a.(w h2)+° . iWhi) = o.
(3.3.5.I.) 
(3,3.5.2)
(3.3.6)
Application of the integrability condition on /  in equations (3.3.4.2) and (3.3.4.3) yields 
(after some simplification) :
d f l d h lu d W . d (ur, N
w h l~ e i : {Whl)
+
dh0d ( l  2 , d W , d /rr„  . 
dv \b2 dpt 2 dv 2 dv  ^ ^
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(3.3.7)
0,
Wfta'OiuwlW
Equation (3.3.6) may be used to obtain an expression for dW fdv
> ■ " >
Substitution of (3.3.8) into (3.3.7) yields
+ 2§ «  -  + W( ~ i £ h*+3^ h’ + i i b w hl
-  0 *  -  * & * * * • »»  + !O m *  ■-4 © ) ’  +
- 2 ( t r ) ’ 4A )  / « + ( - & ^  -  +
+ + + a- t a^ i h ) / m )  -  o,
(3.3.9)
which may be treated as an ordinary differential equation in fi with u as a constant. 
To find a solution to ths equation the following particular case was considered. Let 
bi — &2 =  U =  1, hx =  v +  r , h2 =  fi +  s and r and 5 be constants. Then (3.3.9), after 
some simplification, reduces to
1 d2W  1 8W
°  W L -  0, (3.3.10)
(fi +  s)2 dfi2 (ft +  s)3 dfi 
with solution
w  =  \{fi +  s f W M  +  W 2(u), (3.3.11)
where W x and W 2 are arbitrary functions of their arguments. From equation (3.3.8) it 
follows, after separation by coefficients of fi, that
W 2 =  - h V i  {v +  r)2, W x =  constant (3.3.12)z
An additive constant has been omitted from W 2 since in the final solution the constant 
is only added to the potential. Of the original set, the remaining two equations to
SO
be solved axe equations (3.3.2.2) and (3.3.2.3). When solved these equations yield the 
solution for f .  The final solution is given by
B  =  j f o ,  +  A ?  +  l(P , +  B f  +  X  [(A +  <02 -  (*  +  r)2] , (3.3.13.1)
I  =  2(Px +  A )(py +  B ) +  (2® +  r +  s)(px + A ) -  (2y +  i(r -  s))(py +  B)
— 2xy  +  2iW t (x2 +  y 2) +  (2iW1(r +  s) +  i(s — r))x
+  (2W 1( s - r ) - ( s  +  r))y, (3.3.13.2)
where d A /d y  — d B /dx  =  1. I  is also a first integral o f the system.
SI
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CHAPTER IV: CONFIGURATIONAL INVARIANTS RATIONAL 
IN THE MOMENTA
4.1 General Results
Usually one assumes a polynomial form for the first integral when looking for first 
integrals of a system. What about different forms ? First integrals of rational and 
transcendental forms in the momenta axe found in (Hietarinta 1984a, Lewis and Leach 
1985 and Taylor and Leach 1990). In (Hietarinta 1984a) it is proved that, for the 
systems under discussion, it is not possible to construct polynomial first integrals out of 
the rational and transcendental first integrals that the system has. (Hall 1985) points 
out that these first integrals may be rewritten as trivial polynomials. In a subsequently 
article (Hietarinta 1985) argues that these trivial first integrals are of little value when 
trying gain information about a system; it is better to use the original first integrals. 
Here the existence of configurational invariants of forms other than polynomials will 
be assumed and a search for configurational invariants of certain rational forms will be 
conducted.
In (Hietarinta 1987) an interesting theorem on rational first integrals is derived. 
Consider a first integral of the form
/ = f ,  (4.D
where r and s do not contain t. The total time derivative set equal to zero gives
5[ff,i2] =  # [# ,£ ]. (4.2)
This is equivalent to the pair
[£r,i2] =  OR, [J3\S] =  G5, (4.3.a, 6)
where G io a rational function.
The function G is not only rational but polynomial in the momenta. Returning to
(4.2) one sees tha,t this is an equation for polynomials. Now, since S  divides the Ihs, it 
must also divide the rhs, but it may be assumed that it does not divide R  for then I  
would have been a polynomial. Therefore S  divides [H, 5]. Similarly R  divides [H, i?.]. 
Consequently G is a polynomial.
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The theorem states the following:
The leading parts of R  and S tire of the form r =  fiW, s — f 2w where the / ;?s commute 
with the kinetic energy term aitid to is a particular solution of (4.4) below. The function 
w is a constant iff g is independent of the p’s.
Proof. /
Here it is assumed that the Hamiltonian has the usual leading part, i.e., \(p\ +  P2y). 
Denote the leading parts of Ml and S  by r and s respectively, The highest order term 
in (4*3.a) is j
j Pxrx + P yry =  gr, , ,, (4.4)
I,
where g is the linear (in the momenta) part of G. G  can be at most of linear order since 
the order of [iJ, i2] is one greater than the order of r. The same equation holds for s.
'j t .
The solution of the equation; may be written as r =  fw , where /  is the general solution■; '
when g — 0 and w is a particular solution. Since r /s  is a solution to (4.4) when <7 =  0, 
the particular solutions of t  and s may be assumed to be the same.
This theorem does not carry over for configurational invariants. To See this suppose 
firstly that I  is a first integral. Then (4.3) is obtained from (4.2) by first rewriting (4.2) 
as
S[H, fl] =  GSR  =  R[H, 5] (4.5.a, b)
and then simply dividing!; the first equation by S  and the second by R. If, however, 
J is a configurational invariant, which is not also a first integral, then the zero-energy 
condition must be imposed which may result in S  no longer bein$ a factor of the Ihs 
of (4.2) or R  no longer being a factor of the rhsr As an example consider a rational, 
configurational invariant with
R =  a(a, y)py +  b(x, y) and $  —■ c(®, y)px +  d(x, y). (4.6)
Let
f f  =  5 (p ^ + p ; )  +  v (* ,y ). (4.7)
4J
As in the previous chapter the zero-energy condition is imposed by replacing pjj by
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Py — ~Px — 2V . Tile Ihs of (4.2) becomes
dc 3 , , dc , dc dd. 2
aa i1’ * +  (-aTxp* +  hTx - aa i >pX
, , _ . .d c  .d c  dd -d d . N
+  ( -2 a F  ^  +  ig -p „  +  a ^ p y +  j|( )
0 , M J h Sd 8K , 0 1 '
~ 2o%  f V r .
of which iS is not a factor. G cannot b&'tt polynomial since then division o f the of (, .^5-aj 
wri S  will yield a rational on the Ihs and a polynomial on the r/is, which is impossible.
-J G  (( ■ '
4.2 Configurational invariants of the form linear /  linear
' ■: ■ • • • - ’ « j The three forms derived in (Hietarinta 1987) for w =  1 will be used here as ans^tze for
configurational invariants. They are
=■ f '
r  ..........\ P x  +  H v > y ) ]  I  !  r A * i \
1  \ p y  +  H x , y ) V  (  }
T -  [y P *~ xPy +  h(x,v)} : \ o 9 \
2 ~  i p , + ^ , v ) i  1 {X
and
r  _  i....................................
[?* +  ipy +  K x -> y)]
Consider the form (4.9.1). A gauge transformation
Px = p x + f x> Py =  Py +  fy>
(4.9.3)
'O
may be used to eliminate V  and k. The transformed invariant and Hamiltonian are
r ( * * + * , )
and
B  =  +  J * ) +  A*J>. +  B -P ,, (4.11)
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where
A * = A - f x, .
B* — B  f y,
h* =  h ~  f x,
G u
V  =  A f , + B f y - l ( } Z + ? v), 
k = L .
The set of equations |ivhich the unknowns must satisfy for a configurational invariant to 
exist axe ,
Y „ d h *  dh* , L,d B *  nI3,d A *  _
A *-= r- 4- B  ~z— 4- h*-x------ 2j3*-H— =  0,
dx dy dy dy
dB* dh* dA* n 
+  —  -  —  =  0,
From (4.12.3) either
ore
dx dy dy 
8A*
S ± i h '  -  2A -) =  0,
Bh* dA* SB"
dx dx dy '
h* =  2A*
dA*
dy
— 0.
case of (4jl3.a), (4.12.2) and (4.12.4) respectively become
(4.12.1)
(4.12.3)
(4.12.4)
(4.13.a)
(4.13 .b)
with the solution
A* =  A*l {x +  iy) +  A l { x - i y ) ,  (4.14)
B* =  i(A* -  A *), (4.15)
where A\ and A\ are arbitrary functions of x +  iy and x — iy respectively. With (4.13a), 
(4.14) and (4.15) (4.12.1) is satisfied identically.
All the equations are now solved. The configurational invariant and corresponding 
Hamiltonian are
Xl =  +  (4.16)
y
ffi =  f  (P l +  P l) +  W + A i ) P I + i ( A t - A '2)Pr  (4.17)
Consider the case (4.13.b). The integrability condition on h* and A  may be invoked to 
eliminate them from d /d y  (4.12.4) —d/dx  (4.12.2) yielding
d-B* d2B * „ , v
~dxr  +  ~d^~  == ’ 4^‘18^
with solution
B* =  B$(x +  iy) 4- B l(x  -  iy). (4.19)
It now follows from the final equations (4.12.2) and (4.12.4) that
h* =  i{B t ~  3$)  +  A* +  h i  (4.20)
where h% is a arbitrary constant.
Differentiation of (4.12.1) wrt y eliminates A  from fchaf, equation and gives the result
(4.21)
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Since jBJ and jB| depend on n — x +  iy and v =  x — iy respectirely, it is convenient to 
transform to these variables. Equation (4.21) may be separated giving
✓ l* n-T,*Nd2#3 , rt. / d £ * \ 2( hQ+ 2 iB 3) d^2 +  2* ^ ^  j  - c , ,
°2> (4.23)
■ '• • ' • ■ ° \i ■ 
where c2 is an arbitrary constant. Integration of these equations twice yields equations
for B£ and B%: , ■ ° , I 1 ' /
and
B t(+h *  +  iB l) =  ±c2u2 +  d:Lv +  dQ.
The final equation, viz. (4,12.1) is „
1 /BA* f)A *\  “
I  V a i r + % ) = ^ + u )* ^ + d&  ^
This equation is easily solved by the method of characteristics to give the solution
In this case the Hamiltonian contains the square roots of corriplex numbers unless c2 and
cx are zero in which case the linear in the momenta part of E  has constant coefficients.
, /  ..
For the ansatz I2, k and V  are also' eliminated by means of a gauge transformation, 
The equations to solve are
Application of the integrability condition on A * and h* in (4.28.3) and (4.28.4) gives
f & B '  , 0*B*\ , SB* „  ' , ,
x ~ w + H * r ) y  +  ~ w =  ( 5
By transforming to the variables fi — x-\-iy, v — x — iy this equation is simplified and
■X^ . . ..
the solution follows easily:
B* ~ h [b 1(x +  iy) +  b2{ x - i y ) } ,  (4.30)
where b1 and b2 are arbitrary functions of their arguments. On substituting B* into 
(4.28.4) one finds that ,,
h* =  yA* ~  *(&! -  b2) +  V  (4.31)
In the variables [i — x +  iy and u =  x — iy (4.28.2) is
BA*
dy
Now either
o
£
[—A*y  -{- i(b2 ~  bx) +  ft0] =  0. (4.32)
A* =  ~[i(b2 -  bj) +  /i0] (4.33.a)
y
pr
BA*
(4.33.6)
If the first answer for A* is taken, (4.28.1) vanishes and the system is solved. The 
Hamiltonian and corresponding configurational invariant are
+  ^  +  +  (4.34.a)
h  -  jrlVPz -  xp y +  2z(62 -  bx) +  2/i0]. (4.34.&)
If instead 8A */d y  =  0, i.e. A* ~  A*(x), then cft/d ^ d v2 (4.28.1) is an equation in A* 
only with solution '
A *2 ~  y ® 2 4- axx -1- a0, (4.35)
This result simplifies (4.28.1) which may now be solved for bt and b2:
b\(w) +  i/i061(uj) &s bj =  ||u>4 +  ^u>3 +  c^w2 +  c^tv +  c0. (4.36)
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In this case, in addition to being a configurational invariant, I  is also a first integral 
and for hQ =  0 it agrees with the result obtained in (Hietarinta 1987).
For the third ansatz the gauge transformation is chdsen so that the results can be 
compared with those for first integrals in (Hietarinta 1987). The gauge transformation 
is firstly used to remove L  As in the above mentioned paper the co-ordinates 
pt =  (x + iy ) /\ /2, u s= (x —iy)/V 2  are used and A  and B  replaced by .A* =  (A + iB )/\/2  
and B* — (A  — iB )/y /2 . The remaining gauge freedom is used to eliminate V ’s
' ' ■ - • o ' -
dependence on 1/  so that V  =  The set of equations to solve is
fd h  dh\ T/. , (d B *  dB* dA* dA* \ . T/
{ w r o i ) v + K T y + w “  a r s ? ) * *
=  » (4.37.1)
. ft 
- ( ^  +  ^ ) M *  +  (A*)J - ( B * ) ! = ° ,  "  (4.37.2)
.6h dB* dA* oN
“ ° ’ (4-37f
■ 1 ^  a1
dh dB*. dA*. ,
(4 ,3 7 -4 )
' . c  .. . . . .
The solution to the equation (4.37,3)+i(4.37.4) is
h — —ifiB* — id(fi), (4.38)
' V, -
. . \ ■ . ' - . . - . wliere d is an arbitrary function of its atgument. From (4.37.3) it follows that
A* i- A*(fi). may be obtained from (4.37.1):
\ - \. ' ..
\  - ■ * ) + «  (/*)• .. (4-38)
v " ■
The solution to the remaining equation (4.37.2) is
' 89
(A*)2 =  a2fi2 +  alfx +
d.
(p =: -2-U1 +  dxv  +  d{o>2
<-■ HU ' /  rr; • ■
Differentiating the resultant invariant u)rt time shows that J is a first integral. The result 
differs from that ih (Hietaxinta 1987) in that there V  == 1/2p and here the remaining 
gauge freedom was used to remove the y. dependence of V.
0 . ' /  o
CHAPTER Vs CONFIGURATIONAL INVARIANTS POLYNOMIAL IN 
THE MOMENTA FOR TWO DIMENSIONAL AXIALLY SYMMETRIC 
TIME-DEPENDENT SYSTEMS
5.1 General results
For two-dimensional axially symmetric time-dependent, systems with a velocity- 
independent potential the Hamiltonian is given by :
S t f -g r f  +  l j f  +  nr,*). (5*1.1)
* - „ .
Here r and 9 are the radial and angular co-ordinates respectively. The angular 
momentum p$ is a first integral for a system of this form since
° . dH  *
^  -  as " 0
and it is the first integral with respect to which configurational invariants will be sought. 
Its constant value is denoted by L. o
Assume a configurational invariant polynomial in the momenta :
■S' JV ■ '
I  =  a,(r, 8, t)p'r. (5.1.2)
^ i=o .. '
It is not necessary for J be a polynomial in pg, since pe is a constant.
■5 - .
Now
d&j j • , j A , : . i—1 ■
~drPr +  ~80Pr +  ~dtPr iPr Pr
i= 0
(5.1.3)
Hamilton’s equations o f motion are
. ( 
i w . uuuiiiwiliiitt»ii!i (
Setting J equal to zero, using the above results and sepal&ting by coefficients of pr yields
(i? av\ , ao81  , du„ , „
dai~i , daj L da
dr T  de r2 r  a*r +  ■(* +  (j
L2 dV\
d r \ -  0, i =?1 0 . - 1 ,  (5.1,5.2)
gqjv-.! 3 %  L daN 
dr +  50 r2 ^  dt “ U’
daN
dr
0.
(5.1.5.3)
(5.1.5.4)
The solutions to (5.1.5.4) and (5.1.5.3) are
and ,j ■ ’a .
aN -l
daN L  ; da 
d6 r
N .
dt
(5.1.6)
(5.1.7)
Where bN_± is an arbitrary function of its arguments. By substituting these results, into
(5.1,5,2) with i =  N  — 1 one can find an expression for a^_2 ■
\
a
db
N~2 "  d0°- 2r* T  dd r r  2 dt*
N T ?  .
+  aN~%T  +  a^V +  bN_ 2(9, t).
J L ± r
dt
(5.1.3)
Similarly expressions fox? aN_ 3,„ ,,a 0 axe obtained .from (5,1,5.2) with i ~  N  — 2, 1.
The functions b{(0,t) are determined from (5.1,5.1),
' ............................................................... "i .
These equations are now solved for N  =  1 and N  =  2.
.. ■O ' .
5.2 Case N - l  - 1 " ” '■
From (5,1.6) and (5,1,7)
c>
l
0
Equation (5.1.5.1) becomes
1\t3 dr J \ d9\r  ^96 J
L
r>2
& ai , dbo 
ffl + dt (5.2.3)
Integration and rearrangement gives o
i) ■ 0  °  "
V - l f - a  — - f a i l  _  ? h l  _  !?_% » + § k r + vfiA m, 45
3 ^ 2 ^  W 7  f  s ir r + a r +  vit<V -
n • ‘J ,, . .
-Here division by ax is permissible as it is assumed that «a? ^  0 since the degree of the 
invariant being sought is 1. -
For V  to depend on t and r only the coefficients of the different powers of r on the rns 
must be Sanctions t aldne, i.e., %"
1 II
iS * s .
ax 50
1 # « ,  
a, « » '
1 dbQ 
% ^
* ~ ~ m  «  m
■ 1 ■ fi'
where the right-hand sides are arbitrary functions of t.
o
Suppose Vj(<) ^  0. Then at cannot be a function of &, Therefore
■ . ' O . . , (j
1L' ih ° .i - 1 <V n
0 . i -J? '
^  « . = < ■ . « •  I lr
• '  ■ 1
, ' ' |l
Equation (5.2.5.1) becomes redu^a&t in this c&se.
(5.2.5.1)
(5.2.0.2)
(5.2.5.3)
o
(5.2.5.4)
(5.2.5.5)
(5.2.6)
From (5.2.5.2)
bQ — M a xQ + (5.2.7)
where M x is an arbitrary function of i. Substitution of bQ into (5.2.5.4) and separation 
by coefficients of 6 gives: n °
where C  and c, are constants.
(5.2.8)
(5.2.9)
Equation (5.2.5.3) is the equation of motion lor the time-dependent harmonic oscillator 
with this spatial variable replaced by aj. The time-dependent harmonic oscillator, given
by ■ . 0
x +  Cl2(t)x =  0
has the Hamiltonian
s  = ±[p2 + S22(i)*2!-Jt O
The system possesses a first integral, v iz.1
: ■' A  r > f t /* 2 , / .V2
2 ^ ( p p ~ xpy
where the function p =  p(i) satisfies the Finney-Lewis equation
(5.2.10)
(5.2.11)
(5.2.12)
p 4 hHt)p «  4 . 
p*
(5.2.13)
Sometimes ii Is easier to find a solution to (5.2.13) than (5.2.10). Suppose th»t one 
has found a paxtcltlar solution to (&2.13) for a spqpi$c^^ie of &  Then for this Cl a
general solution to (5.2.10) may be found by substituting p zk.pt and $  =* x /p  into 1  and
I ° , t ° o ■ a> . u ' Q)
solving. The solution is 1 1
x p[Acos(<l>) +33  sin(^)], ; (5.2.14)
\vh@re $(*) — and A  and B  afe arbitrary constants (Lutsky 1978).
Particular solutions tb (5.2.13) for various functional forms of £2 have been found in 
(Eliezer and Gray 1976): i.
p2 =  at, Where a ~
(a2 ~  1/4)1/2
p =  fit, where /? =
A ■ 
i \* / »
i f a ^ J ,  (5.2.15.1)
At
(5.2.15.2)
(5.2.15.3)
(5.2.15.4)
The corresponding general solutions of (5.2.10) for the ft’s in (5.2.15.1), (5.2.15.3) and 
(5.2.15v4) above, obtained using (5.2.14), are respsectively
p. x — [A cos(a 1 ln(<)) + .B  sin(ai":l/n(<))],,
„■' • ' '- '' '  o • ^
X j= pt[A to${§~H ~1') ^  Bsin(/3“ 2i -1 )],
" ■ >' . r" ° '
° 0 x =  t[A co3 (t~x) +  B  sin (<“ ^J .^
where A  and B  are arbitrary constants.
(5.2.16.1)
(5.2.16.2) 
(5*2.16.3)
When.7J2 is a constant (5,2.10) is jfclie equation for an autonomous harmonic oscillator 0 
with solution ° ,
„ x  =  Acos{$lt) +  B sin(£2il). (5.2.16.4)
If ax takes on any of these solutions, M  will be undefined for an infinite number of 
values of t, except if ft =  0 in (5.2.16.4). In this case a* == A  -h B t and M  is undefined 
only for t s= A /B .  The potential and configurational invariant are given by
v * *
I  =  Pr +
I 2
2r2 (A  +  
C
CL +  Qr -h T,
(A +  Bt) 04- J  Q» (5.2.17.2)
The function 21 in (5.2.17.1) is redundant since it is only a function of time qad does 
xu# enter into Hamilton's equations of motion,
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If =  0, (5.2.5,1) does not disappear and it may be solved for ax:
a1 — A(t) cosfaO +  p(t)),
where 7  =  ± \ /l +  A and A  and p are arbitrary functions of t.
Substitution of a, into (5.2.5,3) yields
. * X  >
( A  cos(70 +  P) — 2A  sin(70 +  p)(76 4- p)
° — A  cos(7# 4- p)(jd +  p)2 — A  sin(7# 4  p)( +  p) (5.2.18)
- &
= F A  cos^O -)- p).
Separation by coefficients of different powers of cos(7# +  p), sin(7# 4- p) and 0 yields
" if " ,
F A - A  +  Ap2 ^  (5.2.19.1)
" ,  ^ 7  =  0, (5.2.19.2)
■ ' u ’ o •o . . .
0 2Ap+°Ap = 0, (5,2.19,3) 
, 2At' +  A7  =  0, (5.2,19.4)
' ' ■ ° r, II °■ . ' P . ■ .
From equation (5,2,19.2) either A  =  0 or 7  is a constant. Since ax ^  0, the latter 
possibility must be true. ^ -Equation (5,2.1^.4)i then disappears, Assuming that p ^  0, 
(5.2.19.3) may be divided by (Ap) :
' A " ' " "
2 4  +  ?  0, (5.2,20)
A P
.  ^ ■ 1
where W is a. constant. &
D
Equation (5.2.19.l )  becomes | 0  ,
' 19 “ ’ 0 :  ^ »o W 2
j P A « - A 4 ' ^ r ^ 0 ,
which is the Pinney-Lewis equation discussed earlier. This equation will not be solved, 
but is simply used to obtain an expression for F  :
A  W 2
F = j - ^ r -  (s^ 23)
Prom (S.2.5.2)
. > Tl/T A
^ bQ =  —~r sin(70 +  p) +  M x(t). (5.2.24)
Substitution of this result into (5.2.5,4) gives • <> •
, ■ \\ ■ - 
Separating by coefficients of different powers of cos(-y0 + p ) , sin(7# +  p) and 9 yields
^ - < ^ 0 ,  (5.2.25,1)
■ -1
■ JWj4. 4" M A  . „ x- — —  =  0, (5.2.25.2)
M x =0. (5.2.25,3)
Q .  ^ M
C 0 " 
Prom the last equation above it follows that Mj is a constant. From (5..2,25.2) it fallows 
that the product M A  is a constant and therefore
where p =  f  jp-dt, (cf “new time”T =  f*  p~'2(t')dt' (Burgan 1978))
If in (5.2.19.3) above p =  0, p is a constant and the equation vanishes. The solution to
(5.2.19.1) is then ^
" F  =  ± .  (5.2.29)
In tills case, in view of (5.2.27), Q is zero. The potential and configurational invariant 
are then given by
_ (72 - l ) I 2 _  GL _  A_ 2 
2r2 Ar 2A V ’ (5,2.30.1)
I  = A  cos(y& -f p)pr — A~f sin(7# +  p )~
* G— A  cosfad +  p)r H—  sin(7  ^+  p).
. " 7 <7,
(5-2.30.2)
, ■
5.3 Case N = 2
Expressions for a2, ax and a0 follow' directly from (5.1.6), (5.1.7) and (5.1.8):
o2 - a 2(0,t),
O '
1 86 r ' m
d2a2 L2 . d b x l  l d 2az 2 db^
(5.3.1)
(5.3.2)
a° 8 9 * '2r2 *  89 7  +  2 8t* r‘
+  a2~~£
<•- < .
r>
(5.3.3)
The remaining unknowns are b0, and V. The last equation to solve is (5.1.5.1) and 
substituting the above expressions for o2, ax and aQ into this equation gives
i2.r da2 L
V  \ d t  +  69 r* J V^a2 8t V 8t ’ 89 r “ dr ' “  V 8 1 8
+ ^  r2 00 df* +  r3 502 +  r3 1 +  r'1 50
, r2 dza2 , I  8 3a2 , JD2 <93a2 , I 3 d3a2 A 
T  2 2 Si2 50 2r2 d*302 1 2r4 S03
(5.3.4)
SUnce V is independent of 0, |he coefficients of V and its derivatives in the above equation
\r . . .
must be independent of $ upt to the same multiplier.
'1
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By dividing (5.3.4) by a2 the 9 dependence of the coefficient of dV/dt will be removed. 
Requiring that the coefficient of dV/dr  in this new equation be independent of 9 gives 
the equation
<5-3-5>uu \0>2 ^  ^2 1 2 /  1
For this to be true the coefficient of each power of r must be zero. From the r term
d (  1 da2s
69 \a2 dt J 
On integration this gives '■
^  a2 =  m e a(t)-
Substitution into the r -1 term, yields ,
and therefore
" a2 =  r (5.3.6)
The r° term may be integrated to give
' bx =  6(t)Ke*e+a. (5.3.7)
With these results (5.3.4) divided by a2 becomes
0 d V , r ,  L y  A  dV  , , L 7 \ . .
2 - a t + { m - T - 6) w  +  2 { a + ^ ) v
+  +  7* 15$)  + 2 ^“ + +  ‘5“ 2*!
+  ^ ( T , + » ) + 2 g 2  +  l A - ^ ( 0  
' +  +
■ V
. \
To render this equation free of 9i the terms containing b0 need to be independent of 9 
for all powers of r, i.e., ^
(5.3.8)
The second equation then determines u>:
(j — constant X e7®
and then
' b0 = K u (t)e^ e, (5.3.9)
where the constant has been incoiiporated into v and K  has been introduced to eliminate 
1 /I f  in (5.3.8). "
Now that the 8 dependence has been removed, (5.3.8) may be integrated. The first 
characteristic of (5.3.8) is obtained from
df dr
From the first of these
b0 1= i/(;t)e7* 4 -co(&).
2 ra — L y /r  — 6
This is Abel’s equation of the second kind for which a solution in closed form is not 
known for nonzero values of 8.
Let 5 =  0. Then the characteristic is
Wj =  r2e- “  +  L y J  e” “ , (5.3,10)
which may be inverted to obtain r2 :
r2 =  eau}x — L je a J  e~a. (5.3.11)
With 5 =  0 equation (5.3.8) becomes
+ 2^ r  +  i | r « " a f ( 0  ( 5 ' 3 ' 12)
2r4
The expression for r2 above may be used to remove all occurences of r2 in equation 
(5.3.12) and hence r will not appear in the equation of the second charateristic:
—  =  -  dV  2 2 1 “  +  &•(«, -  I f  /  e - « ) )  V +  6 “ ( "  +  « * K  -  ly  J e -« )
1 f  d3 1 d2 I i , r - , I „ —ot\ u i r^ ,„—a __1/ T /  d / . 1 T - « d \ ttX 
+  e2a(w1 V  L y f  e - “ )2 +  2 7 J & h t*  ^   ^+  2 7® di2 (e )
, 1,272 c"» d (ca) + L^ Z
2ea(u1 — L y f  e~a) di 2e2a(u>1 — L y f  e~9)2 _
The integrating factor for this equation is
ea(u)x -  L y  J  e_ “ )_1
and the equation may then be rewritten as
v
2 K  - L y  f  e~a)2 8(wj -  L y J e~a)2 ' 
Finally for S =  0, V  and I  take the form
V  = e -2“ r V (u ,) -  y - v  ~  j r 2(a  +  i d 2)
(5.3.13)
^ ( V e a(w, -  L y [  e*"0) " 1) +  -- -------- — ~r------T
di 1 J ' 2(lo x -  L y f  e~a)
x +  L^ue~a jl e— ^ ( e<*) (5 314}
+  e«(ux ~ L y f e - ° f  +  2(Wl -  Ly J e~<*)2 +  4 di31 '
,___Ly(d2ea/d ‘t2) L2y 2e~a(deaf d t ) _________f, / 3_______ __
4(wj — Ly f  e~a) &(ux — Ly f  e~a)2 4e“ (o;1 — £7  /  e- " ) 3 ’
Integratior. now gives the second characteristic :
" 2 =V e ' ("*  -  +  2 k - A j . - )
, e“  d2 ^  i r d 1 -^ (^ " /d O
+  4 d¥ { e > 8 (S (e "  +  i ( u ;— L y f ~ ‘ ) (6'3’15)
, V  , I V
+  S77:------+
i p _ 4 i ! + i V i  ( B A 1 # i l )
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+‘ 2 / £ ?  . \ . O'2 o 1 rp* +  ( —---- ctr 1 pr +  —  r ' -  ^-al/y
,t272l
4r2
e^ + «  +  2 / r / e2 „70-a (5.3.16.2)
where a constant factor of I f  has been removed from I  and /  is an arbitrary function 
of w,.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
, . .
A few interesting potentials, in p/iticular those in Chapter III have arisen out of this 
study. It is not yet known whether these systems are integrable or not, but it was 
found that they do not possess first integrals quadratic in the momenta other than the 
Hamiltonian. If the systems are ncn-itvfcegrable, then the configurational invariants are 
iion-trivial. If a system is integrable, then on the zero energy surface one of the first 
integrals simplifies to the configurational invariant found, making the system easier to 
solve on that surface. Only one system possessing a non-trivial configurational invariant, 
given in § 2.4 of chapter II, is so far known.
Only certain types of Hamiltonians have been considered here. The search could be 
extended to systems of the form
S  =  “ (ffu S2)p? +  1, q2)PiP2 +  c(ff!, q2)pl +  eV(q1)q2)
considered in (Havas 1975). The search may also be extended to a higher dimensional 
space.
In Chapter II it was shown that Liouville’s theorem could be adapted to give a weak 
complete integrability theorem for systems possessing configurational invariants. It may 
be possible to derive further results for configurational invariants from other theorems 
and methods valid for integrable systems and first integrals e.g. the Painleve test and 
the Lie theory of extended groups.
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